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Earth ovens are one of the most common cooking features encountered by archaeologists. This 

dissertation is an ethnoarchaeological effort to provide baseline information for linking the material 

remains with the human behaviors associated with earth oven use.  Specifically, I examine the social, 

ecological, and artifactual contexts in three modern uses of earth ovens in the Chihuahuan Desert. The 

relevance of these ethnoarchaeological case-studies, beyond their utility to archaeologists interpreting 

cooking features, is to demonstrate how modern cooking traditions may relate to the evolution of 

subsistence strategies throughout prehistory.   

 

I borrow analytical techniques from the “hard” sciences to understand and record cooking feature 

thermodynamics.  Ethnographic observations and replicative experiments reveal that earth oven 

thermodynamics are redundantly consistent.  This thermodynamic redundancy is well suited for 

cooking foods/materials that require or benefit from a maintained environment at the phase change of 

water to steam, that is, at 100 degrees Centigrade.  By maintaining temperatures near 100C, cooked 

materials are effectively hydrogen saturated, rendering foods more digestible and nutritious 

(Wandsnider 1997).   
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My thesis is that earth ovens represent behavior surrounding either bulk processing of resources, 

festive food processing, or a combination of both.  Bulk processing in earth ovens is often seasonal, 

relating to the time of the year when plants have stored up their maximum amount of energy or when 

extremely large amounts of meat need to be processed before spoilage (Brink and Dawe 1989).  Bulk 

processing sites are typically non-domestic, situated in relation to the resource to be processed.  The 

use of earth ovens in festive contexts is related to scheduled and ad hoc celebrations throughout the 

calendar year when large amounts of food are to be immediately consumed.  Festive earth oven use 

typically involves some meat preparation, and is situated in out-door domestic settings.  These two 

types of earth oven sites involve specific and distinctive artifact assemblages. 
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Introduction 
 

This is a study of the cultural activities surrounding earth ovens.  It is 

ethnography written from the vantage of an archaeologist and is cross-cultural in 

scope. At the fundamental level, this research may be used as a tool to qualitatively 

improve the archaeologist’s ability to interpret similar prehistoric features.  By 

investigating earth-ovens from multiple perspectives—thermodynamics, ethnography, 

and material culture—I hope to establish baseline information relating earth oven use 

with material correlates.  

 Although this study is focused primarily on material that is archaeologically 

visible, I have made an effort to illustrate these often mundanely conceived features 

with appropriate textures of language, symbolism, and images of the cooks 

themselves.  With these inclusions I intentionally part with the purity of an objective 

perspective.  Such an approach is an effort to de-center my own biased inclinations 

and create a more interesting subtext to the artifacts—one that does not exclude the 

very people being studied.  I have relied on a cross-cultural interplay between 

ethnohistorical and archaeological literature research, what I observed, and what I 

was told.  The resulting anthropological mosaic is my translation of these into some 

sort of meaningful, and hopefully useful, sense.   

Thesis 
My thesis (argument) is that contemporary earth oven technology represents behavior 

surrounding either bulk processing of resources, festive food processing, or a 

combination of both.  This argument explains my ethnaorchaeological observations of 
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earth ovens in the Chihuahuan Desert, the accounts of contemporary earth oven use, 

and those recorded ethnohistorically.  More specifically, earth ovens may be used: 1) 

during a plant harvest, when subsistence strategies organize around the harvest and 

bulk processing of plants with high energy stores; 2) during the preparation of a feast, 

when an animal is slaughtered for immediate consumption by an extended family 

group; 3) in fuel-poor environments, as a means to maximize fuel resources when a 

large amount of food is cooked; 4) in fat-poor subsistence strategies, as a means to 

render fat throughout cooked animal flesh; and 5) to transform inedible plant tissues 

into a nutrient packed edible form—for example, prior to the harvest of ripe plants to 

make edible food from hard to digest greens, or during seasonal periods of food 

scarcity (famine) to transform otherwise unused toxic plant tissues into a palatable 

and nutritious form.  

Because earth oven use is typically seasonal or festive, it represents a special 

form of labor organization.  Thus, earth oven use has a tendency to conform and even 

exaggerate the prescribed organizational roles (gender, age, status) of a particular 

society. During an earth oven bake, family organization often becomes specialized 

around tasks related to the bake, normal daily activities are slightly interrupted, and 

work is done in a collective round-robin fashion.  Therefore, I argue that 

archaeological signatures of earth ovens are very different from the normal tasks of 

surrounding habitation and subsistence.  

The main contributions of this study are to: 1) a demonstrate that there are 

distinctive archaeological assemblages for various earth-oven-related behaviors; 2) 
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document the morphological range in variation of earth oven forms and uses; and 3) 

to explain the details of earth oven technology as it relates to specific food 

requirements. 

My research is intended to frame questions and ideas about archaeological 

recovered earth ovens, not serve as a direct analogy for the archaeological record.  

Further ethnoarchaeological research is needed to determine how appropriate my 

argument is in various social and ecological contexts. 

 

Fieldwork and Methodology 
 Fieldwork for this project took place from February 2001 to May 2002.  It 

involved five 10-day trips into the Chihuahuan Desert: three to the Sierra Catorce of 

northern San Luis Potosi, Mexico where I documented agave bloom stalk ovens, 

agave liquor ovens, and barbacoa ovens; a trip through the Sierra Hechiceros and 

Sierra del Carmen of northern Chihuahua and Coahuila, Mexico where I documented 

lime kilns, agave liquor ovens, and barbacoa ovens; and a trip to southeastern New 

Mexico to document an Mescalero Apache agave roast.  Constraints in time and 

funding required that I limit the scope of the study to four specific case studies.  I 

hope that by narrowing the scope of my argument I have created a document that is 

both useful and readable, and one that will encourage subsequent studies in the 

ethnographic archaeology of earth ovens and hearth features.  

My methodology on these trips was simple: find people using earth ovens, 

learn from them, document their knowledge, record the specific social and ecological 
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settings for earth oven use, and record the contexts of the archaeological assemblages.  

I took photographs with permission, mapped specific oven contexts, recorded oven 

temperature curves, conducted informal interviews, and documented traditional uses 

and names for tools and artifacts.  I use italics to signal these traditional tool and plant 

names.  With the exception of the Apache agave roast, all of the fieldwork took place 

in rural Mexico.  I consistently encountered friendly people with an intimate 

understanding of their local environmental landscape.  These people, with a flattered 

attitude to sincere interest in their world, took me into their homes and became my 

teachers and friends. 

Organization 
This dissertation is organized into three sections subdivided into ten chapters.  

Included in Section One are this introduction, a discussion of earth oven 

thermodynamics, a brief ethnohistorical survey of earth oven use in the American 

Southwest, and a survey of modern earth oven uses in the Americas.  Section Two 

comprises four ethnoarchaeological case studies of earth oven use in the Chihuahuan 

Desert, while Section Three concludes with a discussion of archaeological 

implications and a summary.  

 

Goals 
The goal of my dissertation is to establish frames of inquiry for understanding 

links between observed earth oven use and earth ovens documented in the 

archaeological record.  That is, I am interested in establishing reference points 

between human behavior and material discard.  These reference points may be used to 
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generate archaeological questions.  My interest is not in providing a formulaic 

description of testable ideas related to the archaeology earth ovens.  Rather, by 

illustrating some observed patterns of contemporary and ethnohistorically recorded 

earth oven sites, I hope to stimulate some pointed archaeological inquiry.       
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Setting the Stage: 

Earth Oven Technology and Ethnohistorical Case Studies  
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CHAPTER 1 

Earth Oven Cooking Technology 
 

 The term “earth oven” represents a diverse set of cooking features, used to 

prepare both plant and animal foods, amongst a range of social settings.  I argue that 

contemporary earth ovens are generally used to bulk process foods at specialty 

processing sites or to prepare feasts.  That earth oven cooking represents an ancient 

cooking system, has been documented archaeologically (Black et al. 1997; Guy 1998; 

Wandsnider 1997).  Despite the antiquity and variability represented by this cooking 

technique, specific technological themes are common for all types of earth ovens.  

These inter-related themes include earth oven forms, thermodynamics, and foods, 

each of which is discussed in detail in the following chapter.    

 

Earth Oven Forms and Key Terms 
Earth oven forms vary in size and shape, with the primary variable being 

hearth style.  Hearth styles are directly related to the cooking requirements of the 

food.  Hearth size is proportional to oven size and both are directly related to the food 

load mass.  Through the course of illustrating five general earth oven forms below, I 

define several terms related to earth oven morphology.  I emphasize that the 

following terms and earth oven forms are generalized; much internal variation exists.   
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Two definitions are key: 

Earth Oven: a closed cooking feature utilizing radiant heat in a moist environment 
containing a hearth, thermal element, and some form of lid/cap to making the 
combustion environment oxygen reduced. 
 

Hearth: the place where the fire and its combustion related components rests; 
archaeologically visible as burned fuel, scorched earth, and/or thermal elements. 
 

          Figure 1.1: Pit Hearth Earth Oven 

 

 Pit hearth ovens entail a subterranean hearth with near vertical walls 

excavated as a deep hole into the substrate.  Pit hearths are features with high 

diameter to depth ratios (Ellis 1997:60-61).  Pit hearth ovens often include some form 

of distinctive thermal element, typically stone.  If no obvious thermal element is 

present, then it may be assumed that the walls of the oven act(ed) as a thermal 

element.  With no thermal elements present, the food layer and surrounding packing 

material are baked below the ground surface. 
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Basin hearth earth ovens entail a subterranean basin excavated into the 

substrate with a low diameter to depth ratio (Ellis 1997:60-61).  Like pit hearth ovens, 

they may or may not utilize obvious thermal elements.  However, because pit hearths 

also benefit from the radiant heat of the oven walls, basin-hearth ovens (will less oven 

wall surface area) may be more dependent upon the radiant heat from thermal 

elements. 

                      Figure 1.2: Basin Hearth Earth Oven 

Surface hearth earth ovens contain no excavated hearth.  These ovens are 

entirely dependent upon the radiant heat from a thermal element.  Thermal elements 

either rest upon the ground surface or on a surface hearth prepared on the ground.  

Surface hearth ovens may be simply referred to as steam ovens if they make no use of 

an earthen lid and rely on a thick layer of organic packing material to hold in the heat 

and steam. 

    Figure 1.3: Surface Hearth Earth Oven 
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There are, however, examples of dirt being excavated elsewhere and brought in for 

the specific purpose of an earth oven lid (Nichels et al. 2001:129).  Modern examples 

of the surface-hearth oven may include sheet metal under stone thermal elements to 

help reflect and radiate the heat towards the food.   

                Figure 1.4: Domed Earth Oven 

 Domed earth ovens utilize a raised hearth feature that supports a permanent 

earthen lid/cap.  This lid/cap may be made primarily of stone, with a thorough coating 

of baked earth.  Stone, wood, or metal may be used for the oven door, which 

effectively closes the oven, creating an oxygen-reduced environment.   

Both domed and fire-box ovens in the New World appear to represent an Old 

World technology that diffused into the Americas with the European Conquest.   

Early domed ovens in the Near East and North Africa date to the Neolithic (Rehder 

2000).  Therefore, the archaeology of domed and fire-box oven features in the New 

World should be in post-European contact settings.  
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    Figure 1.5: Fire-Box Earth Oven 

Fire-box earth ovens make use of a subterranean fire-box hearth where fuel is 

added during the baking process.  This is a significant difference in earth oven form, 

as it allows for a combusting as well as radiant heat source.  Air vents may be present 

to ventilate the fire-box.  A relatively thin earthen lid and/or organic packing material 

is used to seal the oven.  Sometimes, a tarp is used for this purpose.  Variants of fire-

box ovens are common in parts of Mexico to bake harvested agave “hearts” in 

preparation of agave liquor distillation, as alcohol stills (Bruman 2000), and to make 

candelia wax in northern Mexico (Tunnell 1981).  As mentioned, fire-box oven 

technology is of Old World origin.  These and domed ovens represent a borrowed 

form in the Americas, used to bulk process resources traditionally cooked in earth 

ovens.        

Earth Oven Thermodynamics 

“The earth oven was simply a hole in the ground 

into which hot stones and food were placed. 

It was covered with the earth from the whole 

so that the heat and steam would be confined 

long enough to cook the food, normally overnight. 

The food was usually wrapped in leaves, bark, 

and other handy materials to keep it clean” 

(Driver and Massey 1957:233).  
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Although I would argue that earth ovens are much more than “simply a hole in 

the ground,” this description is a good starting point to discuss earth oven 

thermodynamics, as it describes a moist cooking environment reliant on radiant heat 

for an extended time.  In essence, this is what earth ovens are designed to do, 

maintain a moist cooking environment where the temperature stays near the phase 

change from water to steam.  This discussion of earth oven thermodynamics includes 

sections on temperatures, thermal elements, fuel, and packing material. 

Temperatures 

Maintaining prolonged food temperatures hovering near 100 degrees 

Centigrade requires high temperatures of the thermal elements as well as water in the 

packing material.  In earth ovens this is done with two forms of heat energy: radiant 

heat from the thermal elements that provides heat convection throughout the oven.  

Radiant heat is heat energy emitted from an object, in this case a thermal element.  

Heat convection is defined as the fluid motion of heat energy between regions of 

unequal density, in this case between the regions of thermal element, packing 

material, and food.   

Steam from the packing material permeates the food layer and cooks the food 

as convective heat, and effectively keeps it from burning.  The thermal elements, 

effectively fired and saturated with heat energy, radiate out heat.  The moisture in the 

packing material ensures a steamy environment.  Temperature curves, recorded from 

ethnographically observed and experimentally replicated earth ovens illustrate the 

highly predictable thermodynamic environment within the food layers of earth ovens.  
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It is the temperatures of the fire and the thermal elements that are variable.  These 

variations depend upon fuel choice and amount, the length of the firing time, and the 

mass of the thermal element.  Ovens with a thoroughly heated massive thermal 

element, such as the one documented in Figure 1.6, will radiate and convect heat 

longer than ones with relatively a relatively small thermal element mass.        

               Figure 1.6: Temperature Curve for Agave Bloom Stalk Oven, San Luis Potosi, Mex.      

        (~1,500 kilograms of food; oven size 1.2m deep x 1m diameter).  

 

 

To cook 50 agave bloom stalks (approximately 1500 kilograms of food), earth 

oven specialists in San Luis Potosi, Mexico fired the thermal elements for five hours 

in a large oven, using approximately 24 cubic meters of dried agave leaves.  In this 

case, the maximum temperature of the fire was over 800 degrees Centigrade.  For 

large ovens such as this, and especially those requiring a long cook-time, the earth 
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oven specialists will often wait for many of the rocks to “have glow.”  Although not 

experimentally substantiated, I believe that this “glow” indicates that the rocks have 

reached their maximum potential temperature.  That is, they are essentially the same 

temperature as the fire and their temperature is the same throughout the stone, rather 

than there being a range of temperatures from stone surface to core.  In this instance, 

the stone thermal elements were heated for about five hours and the agave bloom 

stalks cooked for about 55 hours.   

          Figure 1.7: Temperature Curve for Barbacoa (meat) oven, San Luis Potosi, Mex.  

           (40 kilograms food, oven size 80cm deep x 60cm diameter). 
 

To cook 40 kilograms of goat meat, the same earth oven specialists in San 

Luis Potosi, Mexico, fired thermal elements for about three hours in a much smaller 

oven, using approximately four cubic meters of dried agave leaves for fuel.  In this 
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oven, the maximum temperature for the fire was around 450 degrees Centigrade, and 

the goat cooked for five hours.      

Replicative earth oven experiments have all shown similar trends (Headwaters 

1996-97; Jackson 1998; Lucas and Frederick 1998; Stiger 2001; Stark 1997; in press).  

In fact, the similarity of observed earth oven thermodynamics exhibits such a 

repetitive nature that I created a simple model of earth oven thermodynamics.  The 

usefulness of this model, beyond illustrating patterns of earth oven thermodynamics, 

is its ability to aid in the interpretation of archaeologically documented earth oven  

      Figure 1.8: Modeled Earth Oven Thermodynamics 

                     (adapted from Jackson 1988; Lucas Frederick 1996; Stark 1997). 
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features.  Once the dimensions and maximum temperatures of a feature are known, 

estimates of cook time and food load can be made.  Cook time is likely related to the 

type of foods being processed.   

Thermal Elements 

 Earth ovens require a thermal element to transfer radiant heat to the food.  

Stones are the most common thermal element, however clay balls, the walls of the 

oven (as in the Indian tandori), and caliche nodules are also used (Black et al. 

1997:6).  The Oriomo Papauns of lowland Palua use broken pieces of termite hills 

(pistolitic laterites) as thermal elements in their earth ovens (Otsuka 1983:108-109).  

Wandsnider’s (1997:21) review of ethnographically recorded earth ovens indicates 

rock thermal elements in 100% of the ovens cooking both meats and plants, 85% of 

the ovens cooking only plants, and 37% of the ovens cooking only meat. 

 Specific earth oven thermal elements may be selected because of their 

availability (this was likely particularly true for prehistoric earth ovens cooks who 

worked without the aids of trucks and pack animals), but their durability and heat-

retention ability are important factors.  The slow release of heat is beneficial in a 

cooking situation that requires the release of relatively low temperatures over a long 

period of time.  Raw material selected for earth oven thermal elements are also 

typically elastic and durable when thermally stressed (Jackson 1998:7; Zurel 1979:5). 

 The size of earth oven thermal elements, and specifically the surface area to 

mass ratio, is another important factor.  They are usually larger than boiling stones 

(Jackson 1998; Schalk and Meatte 1988:8.9; Taggart 1981:148-149), and generally 
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are larger than ten centimeters in diameter.  However, small thermal elements with a 

high surface to mass ratio may be used to cook foods that require only brief exposure 

(on the order of an hour) to earth oven steam.  For food requiring extended cooking 

(on the order of 24+ hours) much larger thermal elements are often used.  The larger 

thermal elements have a low surface area to mass ratio, which allows the stored heat 

to dissipate slowly (Schalk and Meatte 1988:8.9; Jackson 1998:7).  The ultimate 

disposal of earth oven thermal elements in middens is ultimately related to their 

fracture, which increases the surface to mass ratio, and decreases their usefulness.  

There is a tension, however, between the cooking requirements of the food, the 

desired surface to mass ratio of the thermal element, and access to new thermal 

elements.   These factors will be discussed further, in relation to observed disposal of 

thermal elements and midden formation, in Chapter 9.    

Fuel 
“…to understand cook-stone technology, we need to also know about the nature and 

distribution of essential non-food components, especially fuel” (Thoms 2000:3). 
 

It has been suggested (Thoms 2000) that earth ovens, and cooking with stones 

in general, may represent a technological effort to conserve fuel.  Correspondingly, 

Pollock (1992) mentions that for the islands of the central and eastern Pacific earth 

ovens are “…the most frequently used mode of cooking because it cooked the food 

well, added good taste to the food, saved on firewood, and involved a pleasant 

sociable activity” [italics added].  Because earth ovens are used to cook food for 

extended times (often over an hour and up to 72 hours) with radiant heat stored in the 
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oven thermal element, combusted fuel energy is potentially more efficient that in 

open air cooking. 

Studying the use of cheap versus expensive fuels has been shown to be a 

profitable avenue for anthropological research (Hastorf and Johannessen 1991).  Fuel 

choice as it relates to cooking stones may be one of the primary variables in the 

evolution of an earth oven technology. The nature of earth oven radiant heat 

eliminates the need for long lasting coals, so important to open air cooking.  The 

following discussion highlights examples of the two extremes of fuel selection for 

earth ovens (extravagant or expedient). 

“Extravagant,” here refers to activity utilizing abundant resources with 

relatively high-energy costs.  “Expedient” is used here to refer to work done 

efficiently and quickly using the materials at hand.  The fundamental difference 

between expedient and extravagant, in this sense, relates to overall efficiency and 

choice of materials.  Technological “extravagance” necessarily involves additional 

energy forms (often industrial), and although it may minimize human effort, the 

overall energy costs are greater than what is “expediently” available.  Generally 

speaking, traditional economies use a higher percentage of their resources 

expediently, while industrial economies use a greater portion extravagantly. 

Extravagant Fuel Use 
At modern clambakes in the American northeast wood fuel is carefully 

selected, harvested with chainsaws, and trucked to the oven site.  The logs are 

constructed into a layered crib alternating with rocks, the logs being valued for 
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various heat-giving characteristics.  The primary supports for these cribs are 

hardwoods (“because it burns longer…and holds the thing together”), while the hotter 

and faster burning softwoods are layered in-between the rocks (Neustadt 1992).  At 

the annual agave roast by Mescalero Apaches and National Park Service crew at the 

Living Desert Museum in Carlsbad, chain-sawed oak fuel is trucked to the earth oven 

and fired for over nine hours, with temperatures exceeding 1000C.  No ethno-

historical accounts of extravagant fuel use could be found.    

Expedient Fuel Use 
For expedient fuel harvesting, the modern non-industrial alternative to the 

chainsaw is the machete.  This lightweight, long, broad knife is used to chop up 

pieces of dry woody plants.  In terms of the harvester’s energy, “expedient” fuel use 

may imply more work.  At an earth oven performance for tourists in Belize, the “Pibil 

Boy” (earth oven cook) expressed the essence of the tensions between expedient fuels 

and extravagant cooking as he wiped the sweat from is brow and brandished his 

machete.   

“De pib it’s an ‘ol Maya way, but de peeple in my village de not cook dis way no 

more ‘cause de getting’ reech, ya know an buy’n oovans.  Dis is better ya know 

‘cause der not havin’ ta cut all de wood, but it not tastes as good ya know ‘cause de 

food it’s not so soft and tender.” 

 

 In non-industrial economies, fuel harvest plays a significant role in seasonal 

and weekly planning.  Fuel harvest is always an ongoing project utilizing long-term 

planning so that movements through the landscape are not wasted.  Understanding 

how to properly manage combusting fuel is fundamental to traditional culinary 
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knowledge.  In an earth oven, combusting fuels are typically agitated throughout the 

firing so that more heat energy becomes stored in the thermal element.  This agitation 

and the ultimate sealing of the oven (which produces and anaerobic environment) 

makes earth ovens charcoal rich environments.  Archaeological investigations of 

probable earth ovens should look for associated charcoal and ash dumps, and pit 

hearths loaded with charcoal.    

From a strictly economic sense, it appears that with non-industrial methods of 

fuel harvest, “cheap” earth oven fuels are selected expediently.  When industrial 

methods of fuel harvest are used, efficient earth oven fuel choices are match the 

intensified subsistence technologies of an industrialized ideology.  It should be noted 

that fuel choices, like any other social choice that may be economically modeled, 

reflect social, symbolic, and political perceptions (Hastorf and Johannessen 1991).  

World view, then, necessarily plays a significant role in fuel choice and pure 

economic explanations are only partial.      

Packing Material 
The role of an earth oven’s packing material is three-fold: to add flavor, to 

keep the food clean, and most importantly in terms of oven thermodynamics, to 

maintain moisture for a steam-cooking environment.  The latter two requirements 

(cleanliness and moisture) may be fulfilled by any green plant or covering (hides, 

burlap, cloth) able to hold adequate amounts of moisture.  Often, a primary 

consideration by earth oven cooks selecting a packing material, is what flavor it will 
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give the food.  In other words, earth oven packing materials are also used to flavor 

food as well as to provided moisture and to keep it clean. 

Once the thermal element of an earth oven has been sufficiently heated, the 

organic packing material is typically placed directly on the hot thermal element.  The 

food, then, goes on top of the now steaming packing material, and then more packing 

material goes on top of that.  A lid of earth, with has usually been excavated from the 

pit hearth or a trough surrounding the oven, is then mounded on top of the steaming 

mass.  The role of the mounded earth is to seal in the heat and steam, making it a 

closed and oxygen reduced environment.  The layering of moist plant material 

covered with earth effectively envelops the food in the aromatic steam of the packing 

material.  

Not all earth ovens use an obvious packing material.  For example, some meat 

ovens utilize the skin of the animal being cooked, which quickly becomes charred and 

acts as a sealant, keeping the juices locked inside.  Modern earth oven cooks may also 

make use of aluminum foil or metal containers to seal in the food’s juices.  In these 

instances, cooking times are necessarily shortened because the food does not benefit 

from steam generated in the packing material.  Once all of the available moisture is 

used, the ambient temperature of the food layer will equal the radiant temperature of 

the thermal element, and the food may burn.    

In modern (industrial) kitchens, foods that were traditionally prepared in earth 

ovens may be prepared on a sealed stovetop pot.  In this setting, the material formerly 

used to moisturize and keep food clean has its primary role as a spice.  Here, the 
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culinary, as opposed to purely functional, nature of the packing material is evident. 

Earth oven packing materials are exceptionally diverse, yet they all have the 

characteristics of high moisture levels and a savory aroma when smoked or steamed: 

rockweed in the American northeast, agave leaves in the American southwest, banana 

leaves in tropical Mexico.  

Earth Oven Foods 
 Agaves and alpacas…breads and breadfruit…cammas, dogs, and humans 

(Visser 1991:15-16; Berndt 1962).  Earth oven fare is as diverse as the settings in 

which this technology has been used.  Wandsnider (1997) has identified seven 

significant trends with earth oven foods (see figure 2.9): 1) plant tissues are earth 

oven cooked more often than meat tissues. 2) the plant tissues most often earth oven 

cooked are inulin-rich. 3) the meat tissues most often cooked are fat-rich. 4) meats are 

earth oven cooked for a short time compared with plant cooking. 5) often, meats are 

earth oven cooked for social aggregations and immediate consumption. 6) earth oven  

                Figure 1.9: Trends in Earth Oven Foods(adapted from Wandsnider 1997: figure 3). 
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cooking occurs over an extended period of time to ensure that food tissues become 

hydrogen saturated, making them more palatable and nutritious. 7) earth ovens are 

often used to process large amounts of food (bulk processing).  This section discusses 

these observed earth oven trends in sections on plant foods and meat foods.   

    

Earth Oven Plant Foods 
For plants, Wandsnider (1997) identified a remarkable pattern of inulin-rich 

plants associated with earth oven processing.  The slow steam-baking environment of 

earth ovens allows plant foods to go through chemical processes that change their 

toxins into relished edibles.  For example, agave, camas, and sotol are inedible to 

humans prior to cooking; yet inside an earth oven these plant foods gradually undergo 

a process called hydrolysis (Wandsnider 1997).  In this process of hydrogen 

saturation, complex long-chain carbohydrates (starches) are broken down into simple 

short-chain ones (sugars) (Emmons 1997:31).  That is, starches are converted to 

sugars, making the plant not only easier to digest, but sweet.  It is the fermentation of 

these sugars in succulent plants that produces agave liquors and other related drinks 

(Emmons 1997).  The chemical conversion of starches to sugars requires extended 

exposure to moderate heat, and the free hydrogen molecules available in steam.  The 

available water in the hot environment “…effectively liberates fructose from an 

otherwise indigestible polysaccharide (non-reducing sugar)” (Thoms 1989; 2001:4). 
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Earth Oven Meat Foods 

Earth ovens are typically used to cook meats as a means to: 1) induce lipid 

hydrolysis, thereby releasing fats throughout the meat tissues, and 2) to change the 

original structure of muscle proteins and connective tissues making meat generally 

more palatable (Wandsnider 1997:9,21).  The digestibility of meats increases as meat 

structure becomes saturated with hydrogen molecules, a process instigated by the 

steam in earth ovens (Wandsnider 1997:8-10). With this in mind, earth oven cooking 

is a flavorful way to render fat from animal meat and bones.   

Traditional or non-industrial diets are often low in fats and proteins, making 

the consumption of animal tissues a valued nutritional and savory opportunity.  

Although Wandsnider (1997) found that earth ovens were traditionally used to cook 

mostly fatty meats, the available fats in lean meats would be maximized in earth oven 

cooking.  Goat (barbacoa cabrito) and venison (barbacoa venado), exceptionally 

lean meats, are traditionally prepared in earth ovens in Mexico and south Texas.  

Meat from wild animals, or domestic animals allowed an open range, contains 

relatively more collagen and connective tissues in the muscle structure than feed-lot 

domesticates.  It is these connective tissues that give cooked wild meats a tendency 

for toughness and a “gamey” flavor.  When heated above 65C in a moist 

environment, collagen undergoes hydrolysis and transforms into gelatin, “making the 

meat more tender overall” (Wandsnider 1997:10).  While careful butchering is one 

way to remove the connective tissues and the “gamey” flavor of range fed meats, 
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earth oven cooking efficiently transforms unsavory connective tissues into a tasty and 

nutritious culinary asset.   

Earth Oven Feasting Foods 

Visser (1991:30) describes festive food as “…not only richer and more 

splendid than what we usually eat, but also traditionally inherited from the past and 

intended to be experienced as ancient custom.”  Feasts are out of the ordinary events 

and yet are repetitive in their own structure.  Feasting is a structured break from the 

normal culinary routine that has the effect of imparting an exaggerated or heightened 

sense of time and space.  This repetitive “intensification” is referred to as “tradition.”  

Abrahams et al. (in Neustadt 1992: 156) describe the communal intensification of 

festival time as revealing the “…deepest values of the group.”   

Modern earth oven cuisine is often associated with feasting and festival foods. 

Earth oven cooking of meats and plants maximizes their nutritional value as well 

allows for bulk preparation, making the dish suitable to social feasting.  Barbacoas in 

Mexico, Apache coming of age ceremonies, New England clambakes (Neustadt 

1992), Hawaiian luals, Sardinian pig roasts (Wright 1996:32), Andean pachamancas, 

the Feast of Corpus in Cuzco, Peru (Coe 1994:186), Yucatan pib ceremonies (Freidel 

et al. 1993: 240-241,246, 414), and Chilean curandos are examples of traditional 

modern earth oven feasts with probable ancient origins.  These earth oven feasts 

represent moments of intensified social time, when people of a community family 

come together for communion.  Social bonds and values are established and 

reiterated.  The rhythms of everyday life are interrupted, and the identity of the group, 
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as it is expressed through cuisine, is celebrated.  In some cases, these modern earth 

oven feasts “communicate [for a society] the very things which are most in 

doubt…[which are] potentially in danger of extinction” (Neustadt 1992:151).  This 

social intensification of time and space, through the medium of cuisine, expresses 

itself as tradition—the tradition of earth oven cooking.  

Typically earth oven feasts involve some form of meat, which is butchered 

near the oven site and consumed immediately after opening the oven.  Whole animals 

are often butchered and cooked in pieces in the oven.  As discussed above, the 

hydrolization process effectively renders the animal fat from the bones and 

connective tissues throughout the meat.  Thus, in fat-poor social settings an earth 

oven feast means a celebration including the rare consumption of meat and fat.  It is 

possible that the early use of meat earth ovens documented archaeologically indicates 

a special emphasis on festive social settings using greasy and fat-laden meats as part 

of the celebration. 

Summary: Themes in Earth Oven Thermodynamics and Foods 
Earth ovens present a predictable thermodynamic environment for cooking 

food.  The central aspects of this environment are radiant heat from the oven thermal 

element combined with moisture from the packing material.  In “traditional” (non-

industrially oriented) societies, fuels used to heat earth oven thermal elements are 

expediently selected.  That is, earth oven fuels are often selected from whatever is at 

hand and is “cheapest.”  Combusted fuels need not hold a coal, as their purpose is to 

transfer energy to the thermal element.  Stored heat energy in the thermal element 
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allows earth ovens to “cook” (radiate heat) for an extended time.  This heat, combined 

with moisture in the food and organic separator make for a steamy cooking 

environment.  

The long term steamy cooking environment in an earth oven hydrolyzes 

foods, making them more palatable and nutritious.  Plant foods selected for earth 

oven cooking are often inedible to humans prior to cooking.  Hydrogen saturation, or 

hydrolysis, of plant tissues instigated by long-term exposure to steam is a particularly 

effective method of changing starched into sugars.  Meat foods cooked in earth ovens 

undergo hydrolysis as well, a process that alters the lipids and connective tissue such 

that they are released throughout the meat structure.  The result is edible meat flesh 

that is tender and succulent. 

Contemporary earth ovens, as well as those recorded ethnohistorically, are 

typically found in two general social settings, bulk processing of plants and feasting.  

The use of earth ovens to cook large amounts of (bulk process) plant foods is often 

associated with those rich in inulin and may be related to a narrow time window for 

plant harvest and/or fuel constraints.  In festive settings, contemporary earth ovens are 

used to prepare meat for immediate consumption.  That the origin of earth oven meat 

feasts may be related to social traditions in fat-poor environments is a suggestion for 

future archaeological investigation.  
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CHAPTER 2 

A Brief Survey of Ethnohistorical Accounts  

of Earth Oven Use in the American Southwest 

 
Ethnohistorical accounts of the indigenous cooking technologies illustrate the 

traditional importance of earth oven foods.  A regional survey of ethnohistorical 

examples of earth ovens shows their use to be of importance to the cuisine and 

archaeological signature of the indigenous American Southwest.  These 

ethnohistorical accounts document the use of earth ovens in two general social 

contexts; bulk processing of plant foods at specialty sites or ritutualized settings, 

when include the processing of plants at specialty processing sites is given a sacred 

designation.  Thus, despite the absence of any accounts of meat preparation, this brief 

survey sets the stage for the subsequent detailed analyses of modern earth oven use in 

this region (see Chapters 4-7).  

These accounts support my general thesis that earth ovens are used to bulk 

process foods at gender specific non-domestic specialty sites, to prepare foods for 

feasts or rituals at domestic sites, or some combination of both.  Specifically, this 

survey shows the early historical use of earth ovens in this region to be culturally 

diverse, and yet patterned in terms of associated artifacts, seasonality, and gender.  

Ten specific ethnographic accounts represent eight social groups: beginning with the 

Apache, followed by the Navajos, the Walapais, the Havasupais, the Kaibab, the 

Pima, the Seri, and the Tarahumara. 
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The Apaches 
 Reagan (1930:293) chronicled some San Carlos Apache women gathering and 

cooking agave.  Notice that the earth oven site mentioned is a specialty site, a non-

domestic woman’s camp inhabited seasonally only for a couple of days.  The earth 

oven is described as a pit, using stones as thermal element.    

 

“In gathering and preparing mescal tubers…the women go in a company to the hills where it grows.  

Here they camp and proceed to the hills to collect the tubers.  Usually six to eight women are in the 
group.  It takes them about two days to collect a ton of tubers and carry them to the camp. When 

enough are gathered, a large pit is dug and filled with dry wood, on which a large quantity of stones is 

piled.  The wood is then ignited and when it burned down to live coals and the stones to a white heat, 

wet twigs, rushes or flags are quickly placed on top to a thickness of about a foot.  The mescal root are 

then hurled on to the smoking mass, wet grass and twigs placed over them and the hole is snuggly 
covered with a foot or more of earth.  A fire is then kindled over this pile and kept burning.  The 

cooking continues for about another 24 hours…The leaves of the mescal may be either chewed at once 

or they may be mashed and spread in a thin layer on an arrow reed mat to dry…This preparation will 

keep indefinitely; it is soaked in cold water for about an hour to make a sweet drink.” 

 
Castetter and Opler (1936:36-37) describe Chiricahua and Mescalero Apache 

pit baking agave in a similar manner, although this accounts describes a rock lining 

for a thermal element rather than loose stones.  This account documents that by 1936, 

cooking agave in earth ovens was a ceremonial event accompanied by spiritual 

rituals.  Notice the use of a youth in the ceremony—a practice still common today, as 

in the girls coming of age ceremony documented in Chapter 6, “Coming of Age in 

Mescalero.”.  Also, take note of the particular gender taboo associated with bake 

time. 

 
“Pits in which the crowns are baked are about ten to twelve feet deep, lined with large flat 
rocks…Rocks are piled up on the flat stones, but care is taken so that the top shall be level.  Upon this, 

oak and juniper wood are placed.  Before the sun comes up this is set on fire and by noon the fire has 
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died down.  On the hot stones is laid moist grass, such as bunch grass (Sporobolus airoides), side-oats 

gramma (Bouteloua curtipendula), Texas crab grass (Schedonardus paniculatus), big blue stem 

(Andropogon furcatus), mesquite grass (Muhlenbergia wrightii), marsh foxtail (Alopecurus 
aristulatus), Muhlenbergia neomexicana, or the leaves of the bear grass (Nolina microcarpa), but bear 

grass is usually preferred since it does not burn readily…Holding the crown toward the opening of the 

pit four times, they toss it in and throw the other crowns in after it… 

 

After the mescal has been covered with the long leaves of bear grass, and the whole with earth to a 

depth sufficient to prevent steam from escaping, the crowns are allowed to bake the rest of the day and 
all night.…The largest mescal crown is selected and a cross made on it with tule cat-tail pollen (Typha 

latifolia), when this is available, the pollen always being placed from East to West, and from North to 

South.  The Indians pray.  Holding the crown to the pit four times, then toss it in and throw the other 

crowns after it.  Next they have the youngest child present stand at the east end of the pit and throw 

four stones into it… 

 
While the mescal is roasting the women are suppose to stay away from their husbands, and if it is not 

completely roasted when removed from the pit the Indians believe the women have 

disobeyed…Mescal is sweet, having an agreeable taste somewhat like molasses, and a mild laxative 

effect.” 

 

Juices and pulp from both sotol and agave were squeezed and fermented to 

make intoxicating pulques.  The following account collaborates evidence that the 

technology for making a baked mescal pulque is one indigenous to the Americas, and 

implies that further distilling to make high-grade mescal alcohol is of Spanish origin.   

 
“The mescal crowns were roasted…(in an earth oven) and the outer leaves removed.  The inner portion 
was cut into pieces, pounded until soft, and the pulp placed in a pouch…buried in the ground where it 

was allowed to remain for two days.  When removed from the ground the juice as squeezed from the 

pulp into a container and allowed to ferment for two to three days, when it was ready for use.  Thus 

prepared, the mescal drink was quite potent” (Casteter and Opler 1936:52).   

 
  In The Ethnobiology of the Chiricahua and Mescalero Apache, Castetter and 

Opler (1936:38-39) also describe earth oven baking for sotol (Dasylirion wheeleri) 

and soapweed or palmilla (Yucca elata).  The crowns of sotol, harvested when their 

flowers were about emerge, were baked in an identical method to agave.  The crowns 

of Yucca elata were harvested from March through the end of summer and baked in 

an earth oven. 
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The Navajo 
 Kirk (1948:243) reports seasonal rockless earth oven use by the Navajo for 

cooking green corn.  Note that the size of the pit is in direct proportion to the amount 

of food to be cooked. 

“From the beginning, the Navajo has been a farmer….Corn is his staff of life…Green corn is eaten at 

all stages, being gathered for roasting---stalk, leaves and all—by the time it is a couple of feet or so in 

height…This roasting is done in a pit of the same type as used for other native cooking.  The hole is 

dug large enough to accommodate the quantity of food to be cooked, the a fire is built in the pit, for a 
sufficient time to heat the earth thoroughly… Into this are laid the ears of corn, fresh and sweet from 

the plant, row upon row until the pit is filled.  Over it all is laid hot earth or sand, and a fire kept going 

overnight or even longer…A whiff of the luscious corn fragrance as the pit is uncovered and better still 

a taste of the sweet green corn after its covering husk is removed, is payment enough for the long vigil 

of its cooking.” 

 

The Walapai 
 Mekeel (1935:48-49) recorded the Walapai cooking agave using the following 

scenario.  Note the gender designation for earth oven work (women), and the two 

specific tools used in agave harvest; a spatulate bladed digging stick and a mescal 

knife. 

“The earth oven was used chiefly for agave…for mescal, agave, a chisel shaped stick was 
placed with the blade at the bottom of the plant and the end struck with a rock to cut or pry off the 

main stalk, after which the broad leaves were sawed off with a stone knife…Mescal was baked in an 

earth oven, pa’vuk.  A hole was filled to overflowing with wood, and stones added.  After the pile had 

burned down, the hot stones were pushed into a layer or lining.  Upon this, the mescal butts were piled 

and the hole covered with juniper bark and earth, and allowed to bake a day or two.  Several women 

collaborated, the share of each [woman] being distinguished by its [the woman’s] position in the pit” 
(brackets added). 

 

 

The Havasupai 
Spier (1928:105-106) observed the Havasupai of northwestern Arizona 

cooking agave.  Observe that both men and women are working on the earth oven 

bake, but at separate tasks.  The image here is of family groups, divided by gender, 
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working at a specialy processing site, with a specialized and round-robin type 

organization of labor during the bulk processing of agaves.  

 

“A pit 1.5 meters in diameter, but of lesser depth, is dug in sandy soil, not in gravel, else the steam 

would escape.  Green or dry branch of any description is piled into the hole to a height of a meter 

above the ground; the uppermost brush must be dry.  Stones the size of one’s fist are spread over this 
to a depth of 10cm.  The pile is fired early in the morning before sunrise.  After three or four hours, 

when the wood is nearly consumed and the stones are red hot, several men—not women because of 

danger from the flames—pound the pile to reduce it to level with the surface of the ground…The pit is 

apportioned in sectors among several people; when the mescal is put in, some plants are stood on edge 

to mark these divisions, and others are packed indescriminently in-between.  Long green grass, 

gathered by the women at the time he fire was started, is carefully arranged over the plants and then 
piled to a depth of about 5cm.  This is then covered with a layer of dirt, 15 cm. Deep.  It is now 8 or 

9am depending upon the quantity of the plants.  Forty-eight hours later the pit is opened.”   

 

 

The Kaibab 
 Kelly (1964) documents earth oven baking of agave by the Kaibab Southern 

Paiute.  Notice the seasonal nature of the processing of agave in earth ovens for food, 

and the gender norm for the cooks who prepare it and the implication for a non-

domestic specialty processing site. 

 
“The Kaibab gather mescal mostly in the winter and the spring, when the food supply was sparse, but 

sometimes in the fall when the pinyon harvest was inadequate.  The year-round availability of mescal 

made it a particularly valuable resource.  The women prepared the mescal.  The plant was cut off at the 
base with a stone tool; about half of each leaf was cut away, leaving the head.  The prepared heads 

were carried to camp in a basket…They were roasted in a pit oven.” 

 

The Pima 
 Russel (in Castetter 1935:11) recorded earth oven baking of agave by the 

Pima of southern Arizona.  Take note of the specialty tool used in the agave harvest 

and how a local political situation affected Pima cuisine.  Also notice that the earth 

oven is described as a pit using rock thermal elements. 
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“…the Pima gathered this favorite plant, particularly in times of famine; and it would have been more 

extensively used had it not been for their enemy, the Apache, who attacked them even when they went 

on short journeys from the villages.  Upon reaching the hills where the plants grew, the Pima spent the 
first day seeking suitable digging sticks.  The crowns of the mescal plants were then dug out with these 

sticks and the leaves trimmed off, save one or two which were used to tie the crowns in pairs so that 

the might be strung on a rope for transportation….The crowns were placed in pits and, after the fires 

built in them had died down, small stones were placed on the embers.  The crowns were then placed on 

these stones, covered with earth and allowed to roast for twenty-four hours…The centers of the roasted 

mescal heads were next removed from their encasing sheaths and dried in the sun, whereupon they 
were ready for immediate consumption or for storage… Roasted mescal is eaten by chewing the 

fibrous leaves and parts of the crowns until the edible portion is removed, then discarding the fiber.  

The prepared mescal contains an abundance of sugar and is quite pleasing to the taste…Mescal is no 

longer prepared by the Pima themselves but they do obtain it by barter from the Papago.” 

 

The Seri 
 Gentry (1978:35, 44) documents pit baking of agave and sea turtle in eastern 

Sonora and northern Baja California.  Observe the massive bulk processing and the 

range of ways the Seri used baked agave in their cuisine. 

 

“…the pit baked stems (of agave) are eaten in several ways; cubed and cooked with 

sea turtle, or made into flat cakes and patties, which may be stored for later use or 

taken on long trips.  These caked could be soaked in water and consumed as a sweet 

drink….The Seri reported that as many as 100 heads were cooked at a time.”   

 

The Tarahumara 
Bye et al. (1975:86-88), in their chronicle of the ethnobotany of the western 

Tarahumara of Chihuahua, Mexico, chronicles the baking of agave for food in earth 

ovens.  Notice the seasonality associated with agave baking (late winter—spring), the 

gender norms for the harvest and bake (men), and the tools used in harvest.  Also of 

importance is the fact that, in this account, the Tarahumara baked their agave at a 
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non-domestic specialty site at a far enough distance from the house to require 

transportation in gunny sacks.   

 

“Agave is first and foremost a source of food.  The common method in preparing the heart and leaf 

bases consists of pt baking, usually by the men.  Plants are selected by size and degree of development 

of the inflorescence bud…Harvesting the plant just prior to the elongation of the large inflorescence 
when the concentration of energy-rich sugars is highest is done by all people who eat maguey hearts.  

Pit baked magueys are an important food source at the time of year when food stores of the previous 

growing season are dwindling and before the arrival of summer rains which are needed for the growth 

of wild greens and cultivated plants.  Occasionally, magueys are pit-baked at other times of the year.   

  

The plants are dug up with a pointed stick, an iron bar or an old axe…A fire, usually of green oak 
wood is built in the pit with the rocks placed on top of the wood.  Hard, heavy rocks are chosen, since 

they hold the heat longer.  The round pit is usually about three feet deep and five feet wide.  The same 

pit is used year after year.  About noon, when the fire has burned down to coals and the smoke, which 

would give the hearts a bad taste, no longer comes out, the pit is ready for use.  If the coals are too hot, 

a layer of earth is placed over them.  Then the mescal hearts, with the leaf bases still intact, are placed 
in the pit.  Sometimes a stick of “rolobusi” (Bouvardia sp.) is inserted into the bottom of each heart to 

assure sweetness in cooking.  If “rolobusi” is not available, leaves of “usabi” (Prunus Gentryi) are 

placed on the hot rocks at the bottom for the same purpose.   

 

After the hearts are in the pit, the pit is covered with leaves of a palm (Sabal uresana).  Then a layer of 

soil is placed over the top and left for two nights.  On the morning of the second night, if the tops of 
the mescal are not done, the hearts are removed and a fire rebuilt under the rocks.  Then the hearts 

turned over, replaced in the pit, covered again, and left for another day. 

 

Upon removal, the hearts and leaf bases are loaded into gunny sacks and baskets and taken to the 

house.  They are either eaten by themselves or oftentimes with a corn drink…or gruel (atole).  The 

sweet flesh of the heart is eaten and the fibers spit out.  The heart is sometimes ground and mixed with 
tortilla dough.” 

 

Pennington (1963:129-131) documents similar agave processing techniques 

for the Tarahumara, yet this account describes a domestic specialty-processing 

feature.  Notice also, the description of both closed and open air ovens.  Both types of 

ovens make use of a rock-lined thermal element.  Interestingly, coa’, the 

Tarahumaran word for agave heart is the same word often given to the traditional tool 

used to harvest agave hearts in Mexico (Emmons 1997:24; Nabhan 2002:51-52).  
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“The hearts (coa’) of certain species of Agave are eaten throughout the year, 

particularly when corn is scarce during festival periods.  To a lesser extent, baked or 

roasted leaves of these plants serve as food…Mature hearts are baked in a covered or 

open earth oven…A circular pit, about three or four feet in diameter and of equal 

depth, is dug to bake the mature hearts.  Such a pit is commonly located near a 

dwelling.  Since the agaves are rarely found near the Tarahumar habitations, great 

effort is required to transport to the pit the larger hearts…The coarse and heavy leaves 

are hacked from the heart with a machete or sharp rock, and the exposed heart is pried 

from the ground with a huge forked pole and roled down the slope to the cooking pit.  

The small immature hearts are transported in a large basket, in a carrying net, or in a 

bag made of agave fiber.  The baking pit is lined with stones upon which a fire is built 

of some slow burning wood…When the stones are very hot and ther fire has burned 

out, the pit is lined with either a layer of grass (Muhlenbergia Porteri, M. Emersleyi, 

or Aristida ternipes), many small leaves of agave, pine needles, or the leaves of 

sere’ke (sotol—Dasylirion Wheeleri and D. durangenese).  Stalks of 

cawe’(Pachycereus pecten-aborigenum) or napisora (Cephalocereus leucocephalus) 

are laid crosswise upon the layer of material that covers the stones.  The mescal hearts 

are arranged upon these branches (of tall cacti) and covered with a thick layer of pine 

needles or grass until the pit resembles an earth mound…Small immature hearts bake 

within twenty-four hours, larger hearts require several days of baking, sometimes four 

or five.   
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For pit-baking in an open oven the hearts are arranged upon a rather thin layer of 

grass or pine needle placed upon the hot stones.  Rocks heated in a fire near the pit 

are pushed onto a layer of grass or pine needles that have been placed upon the hearts 

about a foot below the ground level.  When the topmost rocks cool they are removed 

and replaced with hot rocks.  This type of baking requires two days.” 

 

Pennington (1963:153, 78, 80, 82) also describes the Tarahumaran use of earth ovens 

to make a tesguino beverage, lime, to cook green corn tamales, and squash. 

“Tesquino is made from several species of Agave…Hearts of these plants are baked in an earth oven 

and then pounded with an oak mallet upon a hollow rock…About one part juice is added to four parts 
water, the mixture is boiled for several hours, and then set aside for fermentation.” 

 

“Commercial lime is available to the Tarahumar but very little is used.  Instead, the Indian finds an 

ample supply of lime precipitated on ledges of rocks adjacent to waterfalls…Chunks of this lime are 

broken off and brought to the Tarahumar dwelling where a small hole is dug and lined with dung.  The 

limestone is placed on the dung and covered with additional dung.  The dung is set alight and burns for 
several hours, after which the contents of the hole are scooped into a shallow basket and winnowed.  

Crude lime thus obtained is stored away until needed.” 

 

“Green corn tamales (maruci)…Fresh corn is ground several times, and water is added during each 

grinding.  The batter is wrapped in corn husks that have been soaked, and the tamales are placed upon 

medium sized rocks that have been arranged upon a bed of coals in a small pit.  The tamales are then 
covered with fresh corn leaves, in turn covered with dirt, and are roasted for about two hours.” 

 

“Baked squash, a favorite food, is called baci cagutuama, and the method of baking further 

distinguishes  baked squash.  Squash baked in a pit covered with earth is prepared in this fashion; ripe 

squash, cut into halves, is placed on coals in the pit, with the cut surface facing downward, and the 

earth is placed over the squash…the time required is about one and one-half hours…sometimes pinole 
is sprinkled on the cooked squash.   

 

Summary 
 Although the particular cultural contexts for earth oven use in the American 

Southwest are varied and diverse, significant patterns emerge from this survey.  

Generally, these accounts document bulk processing of resources at gender specific 
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specialty processing sites.  Another disctinct trend is that of the types of foods being 

prepared.  Nine of the ten ethnographic accounts focus on cooking agave.  None of 

the accounts mention cooking meat in earth ovens.  Strict gender rules appear to 

govern earth oven food processing, and it appears that for this region women are most 

commonly associated with harvesting and cooking agave.   This agave processing in 

earth ovens often occurs from late winter through the spring—or in times of food 

stress, and typically involves bulk processing.  The earth ovens usually are described 

as “pits” and cooking duration is from one to two days.  Seven of the ten ovens 

described used rock thermal elements.  The plants are harvested using specialized 

tools—wooden poles with spatulate or wedged-shaped ends.  Hand-held knives are 

often used to further prepare the plants.    
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CHAPTER 3  

Contemporary Oven Use in the Americas 

 
 Earth ovens are currently used on every inhabited continent.  Although earth 

oven food may not be perceived as mainstream fare in North America, I suspect that 

every region in the Unites States has its own earth oven traditions.  The modern 

widespread use of this ancient cooking technology is indicative of efficiency in 

cooking, the flavors and nutrient values of earth oven foods, and the significant role 

that earth oven cooking plays in maintaining (or re-inventing) modern cultural 

identities with links to traditional technology.  Contemporary examples of earth oven 

use in the Americas supports my thesis that earth oven technology is found in two 

general social contexts; for cooking large amounts of (bulk process) foods and in 

festive settings that include meat.     

The following survey of modern earth oven use in the Americas includes brief 

discussions on four broad geographical regions: the North American Southwest, New 

England, Central America, and South America.  Earth ovens are currently being used 

in many more cultural settings than discussed here, although this should serve as a 

baseline for understanding the diversity and commonality in modern earth oven use in 

the Americas.  This survey discusses earth ovens only related to food processing, 

omitting other uses for purposes such as ceramic firing, lime ovens, and wax 

production. This chapter focuses on barbacoa and agave ovens of the southwestern 

United States and Mexico, clambakes in the along the northeastern United States 
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seaboard, domed ovens in the American southwest and central America, pachamanca 

feasts in the Andes, and curanderos in southern Chile.  Each of these brief overviews 

should be seen as an entrée into potential future ethnoarchaeological study areas.    

  

The North American Southwest 
 

Barbacoa 

Barbacoa ovens are for cooking meat for feasts, most often a goat (cabrito) or 

the head of a cow (cabeza de rey).  Other types of meat are cooked in barbacoa ovens 

as well, including deer (barbacoa de venado), sheep (barbacoa de borrego), and 

turkey (barbacoa de pavo). As discussed in depth in Chapter 2, the steam-bake 

environment of an earth oven makes meat tender and succulent.  To say “barbacoa” 

is to envision rich steaming meat that falls off the bone.  The details of a particular 

barbacoa ovens will be discussed in Chapter 8, “La Barbacoa: Meat Feasts in 

Northern Mexico” and in Chapter 9, “Archaeological Implications.” 

Kennedy (1978:118) describes the patterned, and yet regionalized nature of 

barbacoa cooking in Mexico. 

Meat cooked en barbacoa is Sunday food in Mexico and varied tremendously 

from region to region.  The word barbacoa refers to pit barbecuing…there are 

specialists who dedicate themselves to this pit barbecuing, a it takes a great deal of 

preparation and long cooking…in central Mexico—the states of Hidalgo, Tlaxcala, 

and Mexico—where the unseasoned meat, usually mutton, is cooked in a pit lined 

with maguey leaves.  The head of the animal is included, as is the stomach—which is 

stuffed with the chopped kidneys, liver intestines, and so forth, and seasoned with salt 

and chiles.  A metal pan is placed under the meat to collect the juices, which are 

served separately in small cups of consume’ de barbacoa; thick rich and tasty, this is 

almost the best part.  Traditionally, the very soft meat is eaten as tacos…with a fiery 

sauce of chiles, pasillas and pulque called salsa borracha.  In Coahuilla…the whole 

sheep, including the head, is wrapped in several layers of sacking and tied securely 
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with a cord…In the Yucatan peninsula, in a pib the young pig to be cooked is first 

seasoned with Seville orange juice and finally wrapped in banana leaves, all of which 

gives the meat an exquisite flavor…In remote villages of Oaxaca, barbacoa is made 

to celebrate the ripening of the corn.  
 
The range for barbacoa ovens extends from the southwestern United States, 

including western, central, and south Texas, to include all of Mexico and possibly 

parts of Guatemala, and Honduras as well.  During special family events—birthdays, 

weddings, quinceneros, and holidays—the backyard holes are unearthed and become 

the focus of preparations for a feast.  The real culinary information rests in the heads 

of the barbacoa cooks—usually men who are known throughout the community for 

their culinary prowess.   

 Barbacoa earth ovens are subtle features of the cultural landscape—

sometimes re-used and sometimes not.  They range in size depending upon the size of 

the crowd accumulated and the animal to be cooked.  They are typically small 

circular pit-hearths (60 cm wide x 80 cm deep), but may be much larger depending 

upon the amount of meat to be cooked.  The preferences for use, or not, of a stone 

thermal element are regionally patterned, and likely relates to access to high quality 

cooking stones, and family tradition.  Stone thermal elements are typically minimal, 

however, with little to no midden formation around the barbacoa pit hearths.  

Barbacoa features are always found in outside domestic living spaces, and yet are 

typically dug away from high traffic areas.  In the modern urban style homes they are 

found at the edge of the backyard, while in rural areas of Mexico barbacoa ovens are 

found at the edge of domestic house plazas (foyers).  Typically, the pit-hearth is fired 
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for several hours—contingent upon the size of the animal to be cooked—the animal is 

quartered, enveloped in some form of organic covering, and buried in the anaerobic 

center of the pit hearth for 5-8 hours as the radiant heat from the pit wall and/or 

thermal elements bake the meat.   

Animals are typically killed and butchered near the barbacoa pit hearth as the 

fire warms the pit walls.  In New Mexico barbacoa feasts are called “matansas,” 

literally translated “the killing place.”   

 

Agave 
 Earth ovens used to cook agave are either for consuming the flesh of the plant, 

or for processing the agave juices for the preparation of mescal liquor.  Baking agave 

for its flesh is an ancient tradition, with various social permutations, that is now only 

practiced in scattered rural locations.  Baking agave for mescal production is a 

blending of ancient indigenous traditions of fermenting sweet agave juice (agua miel) 

into pulque with Old World distilling technology.  With the appearance of mescals for 

sale on global markets, this production has become a big business in Mexico with an 

interesting blend of traditional and industrial technologies. 

Cooking Agave Flesh 
Agave flesh is inedible, and in fact caustically toxic, prior to cooking.  It may 

be roasted on open hearths, however, the earth oven remains the most common type 

of preparation.  The preparation of agave bloom stalks in earth ovens is the subject of 

Chapter 5, “Los Chacuaqueros: Maguey Processing in the Sierra Catorce.”  As has 

been suggested by Wandsnider (1997), the processing of agave flesh in earth ovens is 
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likely due to the fact that agave is typically processed in bulk, and earth ovens seem 

to be the most reasonable culinary feature to handle massive amounts of this rather 

large plant.   

 The cooked juices from the flesh of agave hearts (central base of the plant 

with all of the leaves trimmed away) and the bloom stalks (quiotes) is not only 

palatable, but nutritious and sweet.  The baked fibers are chewed and sucked and the 

fibrous quid spat out, much as in eating sugar cane.  The possession of baked agave 

flesh in rural Mexico is a sure magnet for new friends, especially children, who suck 

out the juices like candy and then spit out the fibrous quids.   

 Agave flesh is reportedly still being cooked by indigenous groups of the Sierra 

Tarahumara in the state of Chihuahua.  Parsons (personal communication 2002) 

mentions hearsay of earth ovens used to cook maguey flesh deep in the sierra of 

highland central Mexico, in the states of Hidalgo and Queretaro.  Nabhan (2002) 

documents modern Seri of far western Sonora, Mexico harvesting agave on Isla 

Tiberon for special events on the mainland.  Informants during my fieldwork in 

northern Mexico mentioned earth oven specialists cooking agave flesh in the Sierra 

Madre Occidental of Durango and Zacatecas, Mexico.  As well, phone conversations 

with representatives of the Havasupai and Halupai indicate that agave is still 

periodically harvested and baked in earth ovens for special events in these northern 

Arizona tribes.   Each of these areas present opportunities for future 

eathnoarchaeological research on contemporary agave processing. 
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 Specialized plant processing sites, such as those used to cook agave flesh, are 

typically non-domestic and gender specific, located near large stands of the plants 

being cooked.  Secondary factors for site location are good drinking water, a good 

trail or road, and access to adequate stones used for pit hearth thermal elements.  A 

midden of spent fire-cracked rock, which often forms a ridged ring around the pit 

hearth feature, often bound these pit hearths.  Typically, the thermal elements are 

fired in the pit hearth until they have all reached thermal equilibrium.  That is, they 

are fired until the entire mass of the stone is the same temperature as the fire and they 

glow or iridescent white.  At this point the agave is added, enveloped in several layers 

of moist organic matter, and buried underneath sediment for 24-72 hours.  Great care 

is taken so that no steam escapes from the warm earthen mound. 

Specialized bulk agave processing in earth ovens are seasonally used—

typically from late winter through the spring, relating to the build-up of sugars in 

plants with emergent bloom stalks.  Agave processing in earth ovens is typically 

associated with a distinctive suite of tools.  As well, these sites have distinct activity 

and midden areas.  Agave processing tools and earth oven activity areas will be 

discussed in greater detail in Chapter 8.  

Although agave processing sites are often gender oriented, for different 

groups gender roles may be reversed.  When I asked informants in the Sierra Catorce, 

Mexico why no women helped out with the earth ovens they replied, “Es trabajo 

pesado”—It’s weighty work.  When asked the same question in reference to the men, 

Mescalero Apache women answered grinning, “It’s hard work!” 
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Agave Liquor Ovens 
 There are many types of agave liquor, at least thirty in Mexico (Emmons 

1997:3). The most famous agave liquor are the tequilas brewed only, by Mexican 

law, in certain regions of the states of Jalisco, Guanajuato, Michoacan, Nayarit, and 

Tamaulipas (Emmons 1997:2).  Tequila is made from baking and distilling the juices 

from the blue agave—Agave tequilana Weber.  Mescal is a distillate from the baked 

juices of other types of agaves, specifically Agave angustustifolia Haw (ibid:20).  

Sotol, is distilled from the baked juices of the sotol plant (Dasylirion sp.).  Raicilla is 

a sour distillate from the baked juices of Agave lechuguilla (ibid:22).  Comiteca, and 

bancanora are two other regional amber liquors made from distilling the liquid 

squeezed from baked agave plants.  

Agave liquor ovens are typically massive features that may use a combination 

of radiant heat from fired thermal elements and a permanent fire-box expelling 

massive amounts of combusted energy as fuel is added to the oven from below.  

These sites are equipped to bake hundreds of agave heads at a time.  This industrial 

scale processing is coupled with traditional agave harvesting tools and cooking 

features.  Marketing campaigns for many of the large mescal distributors claim, with 

some hyperbole, that their brew is the result of only the most traditional methods. 

Mescal is the national drink of Mexico, taking the place of the agave-based 

pulque so important in precolonial times.  Pulque is fermented agave juice, unbaked 

and not distilled.  The developmental parallel between these two drinks may be 

carried further, as the highly intoxicating mescal--so popular in the modern industrial 
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world is the modern Mexican drink of identity, while the more traditionally procured 

pulque is its social antecedent in the pre-industrial past.  Offerings of mescal are often 

left with rosaries, candles burning in rockshelter niches around bottles of the amber 

liquid left for the dead.  The makers of mescal, called jimadores, are revered in 

modern Mexican folk tradition.  The brand of tequila that carries the name of its 

maker reads this on its label:  

“El Jimador.  The man that for generations has mastered with skill the art of 

selection and harvest of the best agaves that convert into a tequila of fine smoothness.  

In honor of this legendary person, we name this new tequila El Jimador.” 
 

 

Domed Ovens of the  

American Southwest and into Central America 
 

 The term domed oven is used here to describe earth ovens with raised hearths 

and permanently domed thermal elements made of mud and stone.  Domed ovens are 

also referred to as “bread ovens” in some contexts.  Their characteristic dome shape is 

permanent, as opposed to the construction and deconstruction of the earth and stones 

of subterranean earth ovens.  Beyond this, however, above ground bread ovens are 

nearly the identical inverse of their subterranean cousins.  They are built with their 

thermal elements (either stones or bricks) fixed in the walls of the dome, which is 

covered in a clay-rich mud.  This mud soon becomes a fire-hardened ceramic.  If one 

were to flip a domed oven upside down and place it in an excavated pit, there would 

be little difference between the subterranean pit-hearth ovens used to bake agave and 

barbacoa.  Like pit-hearth ovens, domed ovens are fired for an extended time prior to 
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the bake, are sealed to create an anaerobic environment, and thus rely on the radiant 

heat from the oven walls and thermal elements to cook the food.   

  Figure 3.1: Domed oven, Sierra Huasteca, Mexico.  Notice the fire hardened  

mud, the raised hearth, and the metal oven door.  The interior of this oven is  

lined with stone thermal elements. 

 

Domed ovens, unless used commercially, are typically domestic features, and 

are often found under ramada structures to protect them from the rain.  These open-air 

ramadas also contain smaller hearths (either on the ground or sometimes-suspended 

in container/bucket) where most of the day-to-day food is prepared.   

Use of domed ovens is usually reserved for special social events (feasts), or 

for the bulk processing of wheat bread.  Most commonly, domed ovens are used 

weekly on Sundays to prepare traditional foods for after church feasts for the 

extended family.  For example, in Huastecan communities of southern Tamaulipas, 

southeastern San Luis Potosi, and Northern Veracruz I witnessed the use of domed 
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ovens to prepare barbacoa for occasional feasts, and to steam giant tamales called 

zacahuil (zac=leaf, at = water, huilote = meat) every Sunday. 

 In my observations, gender roles for domed ovens have been centered upon 

female cooking of breads and other plant foods and male cooking of barbacoa meats.  

Domed oven gender norms do seem to be a bit more flexible than other types of earth 

ovens—possibly because of the range of foods cooked in bread oven—both meat and 

plant products.  The preparation of zacahuil tamales, which include meat and corn 

masa (unleavened bread) includes both men and women—although the men in the 

Sierra Huasteca, Mexico seem to focus on the fire preparation and the actual cooking 

of the tamale, while women prepare the tamales to be baked. 

 Domed ovens are found occasionally in the American Southwest, but are more 

common in the southern states of Mexico and throughout Central America.  Because I 

know no accounts of prehistoric domed ovens in the Americas, and because they are 

often associated with baking leavened wheat, I assume that they are of Old World 

origin.  Following this notion, wheat bread and the associated bread oven technology 

may have been introduced to the New World by early Spanish conquistadors.  Domed 

oven technology appears to have more antiquity in Spain than in the Americas, and 

even greater antiquity in northeastern Africa and the Near East, where they are 

archaeological features associated with the Neolithic (Rehder 2000).  Therefore, I 

suspect that a domed oven technology diffused, with Bedouins and other nomadic 

tribes carrying this culinary technology from the Near East and North Africa to 
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northern Morocco, where it eventually made its way to Spain, and finally to the coast 

of Central America.   

 

New England Clambakes 
  

Neustadt, (1992) in Clambake: A History and Celebration of an American 

Tradition, discusses how modern earth oven baking of shellfish in New England is 

the result of what Hobsbawm and Ranger (1988) call “invented tradition”.  New 

England clambakes are an example of gender specific bulk processing of a resource at 

a specialty processing/feasting site. The following section on New England 

clambaking comes primarily from information in Neustadt.   

Neustadt (1992:16) defines invented tradition as “revered folk customs and 

ritual complexes that appear to be based on older social orders but that are, in fact, 

constructed and reconstructed by different groups and generations in such a way as to 

legitimate existent institutions and values—particularly relating to national and 

political identity.”  Clambaking in New England is a part of the modern cultural 

identity there, and is seen by most New Englanders as a tangible link with traditions 

of the past.  In addition to informal backyard family bakes, Protestants—like the 

Mormons that Neustadt documents, Native American groups, and Historical Societies 

like Plimoth Plantation all have their own clambakes.  Most of these clambaking 

events are perceived as a way for communities to preserve a cultural tradition, feed a 

large social gathering of family and friends, and to raise money through feast ticket 

sales.   
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In addition to formal archaeological investigations of prehistoric shell 

middens in New England, new construction and farming often disturbs hearths, stone 

tools, and clams in direct association.  For local New Englanders who farm and build 

then, there is a perceived continuity between their own modern clambakes and those 

in the ancient past.   

Modern New England clambake features are typically large surface features.  

Stone thermal elements are often fired on top of a concrete slab, built outside in a 

clearing in the woods large enough to handle a sizable crowd of people.  The 

quarrying of thermal element stones, collection of firewood fuel and rockweed for the 

organic separator, and orchestration of the bake itself is typically done by males only, 

although a few women a daring to challenge the gender roles.  The “bakemaster,” 

always a man, is in charge of when to rake the hot stones into a flat surface (“the rake 

out”), how much rockweed to add to the steaming mass, and when it’s time to take 

the food out of the oven.   

Neustadt’s (1992:145,164,166) social interpretation places New England 

clambakes as a “a seasonal rite of passage marking the end of summer…a sacrament 

of season, a blessing of abundance, and a performance of family…the clambake 

becomes a kind of indigenous and organic educational system, a process and method 

for communicating traditional knowledge.”  New England clambaking, like all earth 

oven cooking—and all food preparation and consumption for that matter—is 

symbolically bigger than morsels of food and caloric energy.  New Englanders 

describe the clambake in term of the sacred.  A local preacher described clambake 
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day this way: “the clambake is one of the most precious and sacramental expressions 

that can be had…it is a sacrament.  The laboring together of good friends and 

neighbors, the setting up of the fire, the smoke the steam, the carrying of the clams, 

good fellowship…all of these things are an expression of something we find quite 

difficult to express.  It’s essentially sacramental of something very beautiful, very 

inward, and very spiritual” (Neustadt 1992:175).     

Central American Pibs 

Pib is the Mayan word for earth oven and also relates to all Mayan earth oven 

foods.  As Bayless (1987:232) describes it, “pib in Mayan…refers as much to the 

procedure of roasting—underground or in a modern oven—as it does the hot pit; it 

can even refer to the roasted food in general.  To most Yucatecans, though it still 

seems to conjure up scenes of earthy holes, achiote marinated meat and banana 

leaves.”  Pibs are an example of eath ovens used for festive or ritualized occasions.  

Pibs may be used to cook meats barbacoa style, root crops, stews, and breads.  Maya 

pibs are used “…in just about every ritual—from the town festival to the 

remembrance of a parent on his death day.  There in the ground they transform the 

raw stuff into cooked food” (Friedel et al. 1993:240). Riddles asked in the Book of 

Chilam of Chumayel (Roys 1933:96-97) give some clues as to the importance of pibs 

in precolonial Mayan life.  “When asked to bring a bone to his father, buried for three 

years, the answer is to bring a manioc root baked in a pib” (Coe 1994:162).  Another 

riddle, “Son bring me a stone from the burned over land, it is burning hot.  Bring with 
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it liquor to extinguish it, so that it will crack here before me” (Roys 1933:97).  The 

answer for this one is to bring a tuber of macal (Xanthosoma nigrum) steaming from 

the pib, along with some honey to cool it (Coe 1994:162).   

In modern day Guatemala, ripe squash soaked in honey is slow cooked in pibs 

for special events (Coe 1994:164).   Immature squash fruits may be steamed in a 

ceramic vessel inside a pib.  Whole birds, especially turkeys, may be covered in 

maize dough, wrapped in a mat and baked in pib (Coe 1994:149-150).  As well, large 

tamales may be wrapped in several organic (leaf) layers and steamed under the 

earthen layers of the pib.  One of the most interesting modern uses of the Mayan pib 

is for the chaachak ceremony, as an offering to the Mayan rain God Chak (Coe 

1994:150).  Chaachak, literally “bring rain,” ceremonies are late summer events and 

are viewed as powerful medicine for a parched landscape.  The timing of a chaakchak 

is sometimes immediately followed by powerful storms that brew off of the warm 

waters of the Gulf of Mexico. 

For this ceremony a layered bread is often made, constructed of black beans 

and toasted squash seeds between layers of masa (maize dough).  The bread is made 

by a shaman for the ceremony, who often will pour balache—a sacred alcoholic drink 

made from fermenting water, honey, and strips of the bark of the tree Lonchocarpus 

longistylus, into holes in the maize dough that the shaman has jabbed with his fingers 

(Coe 1994:134,150).  The layers of the bread are meant to symbolize the 13 layers of 

the Maya cosmos.  A pit has been fired during the preparation of the food.  The bread 
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is wrapped in some sort of organic separator like banana leaves, and buried in the pib 

to cook.   

 For the chaachak ceremony, the pib is viewed as more than a fired hole in the 

ground to cook food, it is a sacred portal through with the Gods of the Underworld 

may pass, up through the food, to a nearby alter (Friedel et al. 1993:240-246).  For 

this reason, chaachak pibs are always constructed at the base of temples or informal 

altars.  The consumption of pib food, then, is a sacramental communion with these 

Gods, a partaking of the sacred itz—literally “cosmic sap” that the Gods left behind in 

the food.  To modern Maya, these pits are filed with supernatural power, and 

represent normal things transformed, and an intimacy with the Gods. 

 

  

South American Pachamanca 
 

 Pachamanca feasting is the Andean equivalent of the North American 

barbacoa.  While the primary dish is meat (alpaca, goat, sheep, or guinea pig), unlike 

barbacoa ovens, potatoes corn, beans, and other plant foods are cooked in 

pachamanca ovens as well.  As with other earth oven food preparations, pachamanca 

feasts are special events reserved for large social gatherings.   

In the town of Huancavelino, Peru, pachamanca feasting is reserved for 

baptisms and weddings, and may include sheep, pork, goat, guinea pig, beef, corn, 

potatoes, cheese, and lima beans (www.traficoperu.com/english/cuid10.htm).  At andes.org 

there is a nice description of a typical pachamanca feast: 

http://www.traficoperu.com/english/cuid10.htm)
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“You need to start preparing early in the day. The men dig a large hole in the dusty ground 

among old ashes. Wood is thrown in the pit and set on fire, which is then covered by rocks to hold the 

heat. Potatoes are tossed into the pit, along with ears of corn in the husks, and large fava beans. Next 
small pieces of meat are wrapped in large leaves, and placed on top. Then you cover the pit with dirt, 

and leave the food to cook for half a day.  

Now the men can relax, drinking beer and talking. During this time the women are busy 

cooking the rest of the food. A favorite part of the meal is a creamy sauce made with fresh cheese, 

flour and milk.  

Finally, after everyone is hungry, the men shovel out the pit. When they get close to the food they use 
their hands to quickly pick out the hot potatoes and other food from the dirt. The older leaders of the 

community are served first, with the children anxiously waiting till last.  

While everyone is peeling off the charred potato skins, one of the women goes around and 

pours the delicious sauce over the food in your hand. The people feast, eating a little sand and ashes 

while they go, occasionally swatting the flies with their hands that are covered in cheese sauce and 

dust. After everyone is stuffed, they go down to the river to clean up their hands and faces. For people 
from our Andean village, there is no better meal” (Anonymous: www.andes.org/pachamanca.html).   

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

(unfortunately unavailable) Pachamanca Feast, Jahuarococha Lake, Peru.  Elevation, 4,100 meters. 

Locals made this pachamanca feast of sheep and potatoes for some European trekkers.  The stones 

were fired for an hour and the food cooked for about 30 minutes   
 
 

 

Cuzco Feasts 

 In Cuzco, during the modern Festival of Corpus, which have replaced the 

more ancient June solstice festival of R’aimi, Canna edulis is earth oven baked for 

ceremonial and social feasting (Coe 1994:186).  This rhizome, locally referred to as 

http://www.andes.org/pachamanca.html)
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achira, grows only below 2000 meters elevation, meaning that it must be brought up 

to Cuzco for the feasting.   

 

 Curantos 

 Curantos are earth oven feasts in Chile and Argentina.  The island of Chiloe is 

particularly noted for it curantos.  As described by Miranda (1976:41), “The curanto 

is a hole in the ground where they cook shellfish, fish, potatoes, peas, beans, ribs of 

pigs…it is one of the most exquisite things of our region.”  Agave and other root 

crops may also be baked in curantos (Cardenas and Hall 1992:41).  Curanto foods 

cooked in a ceramic vessel is called pulmai, and like bolim of Central America, is 

identical in ingredients and cooking environment (steam cooking), except that the 

curanto pot—and the bolim vessel—are heated on an open hearth.  
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Section II 
 

Ethnoarchaeological Case Studies 

in the Chihuahuan Desert 
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CHAPTER 4 

Los Chacuaqeros: 

Maguey Processing in the Sierra Catorce, Mexico 
 

Introduction 

The following section encompasses four ethnoarchaeological case studies (Chapters 

4-7): Los Chacuaqueros: Maguey Processing in the Sierra Catorce, La Candelia:Wax Making 

Along La Fronterra, and La Barbacoa: Feasting in Meat Holes in Northern Mexico.  As 

variations on the theme of contemporary earth oven use, these chapters illustrate diversity and 

commonality in earth oven form, social setting, and material culture.   

 It should be reiterated that the primary intent is for these case studies to be used as a 

means to better understand the archaeological contexts for artifacts recovered from earth oven 

sites.  Ethnoarchaeological case studies may be used to frame archaeological questions, and 

generate inquiry, which relates the observed present and the archaeological past through the 

complexities of culture change.  As well, they may help in better understanding contemporary 

societies’ efforts to preserve traditional technologies and cuisine, how groups use cuisine and 

technology as markers for identity, and how groups re-invent traditional identities by 

adapting and ritualizing old techniques of preparing food.   

 These case studies should not be used as a source for direct ethnographic analogy 

with earth ovens found archaeologically.  What earth oven technology is present today is 

representative of a limited subset of what was in the past.  Further, contemporary earth oven 

use is made different from those found archaeologically by additional factors such as 

subsistence integration into market economies and access to trucks and pack animals.  In 
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most cases, the social settings associated contemporary earth oven uses have been 

significantly re-invented through time to meet specific modern social contexts. 

In the Sierra Catorce, earth ovens are called chacuacos.  Chacuacos that are 

used to cook quiotes, or agave bloom stalks, are typically associated with large, low-

walled gardens, called milpas.  I documented 14 chacuacos de quiote and a thermal 

element quarry site in a small area of the Sierra Catorce.   

    Figure 4.1: Mapped Chacuacos in the Sierra Catorce, Mexico. 

This ethnoarchaeological case study documents seasonal use of an earth oven 

used to bulk process maguey quiotes at one of these gender specific non-domestic 
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specialty processing sites.  The archaeological implications for the activities 

documented here are discussed in Chapter 8. 

Milpas and Maguey 

In milpas people grow corn, potatoes, wheat, and transplanted agave (Agave 

americanus). In Mexico the many agave species are collectively referred to as 

maguey.  Males, who stall goats and sheep in small room partitions of the milpa wall, 

tend these gardens. The stacked-rock structures that may be associated with milpas 

are not used for domiciles, only shelter for goats and sheep.  Maguey management is 

an important part of this dry-land farming system. Magueys are transplanted to 

become part of the milpa walls, are used in rows perpendicular to hill slope to prevent 

erosion, and, as will be discussed in depth below, are managed year-round to be 

harvested and baked in earth ovens for food.  Milpas are gender specific non-

domestic work areas.  In the Sierra Catorce, women rarely visit this non-domestic 

work-space.    

The Harvest 
From late December to May, a group of three earth oven specialists operate 

according to a weekly schedule of quiote harvest and cooking. The quiotes are 

harvested with specialized agave cutting tools, called rajiars, and then cooked in 

large subterranean chacuacos; male earth oven specialists are called chacuaqeros.  In 

the fall months, the tops of the agave bloom stalks are systematically severed with 

machetes, a process called “decapitar.”  These fall harvested quiote tops are either 

roasted and eaten, or fed raw to the goats and burros.  Over the course of the winter, 

the juices and energy that naturally would have gone up into the quiote flower, build 
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up in the quiote stumps, also called the meyolote.  These quiote stumps, meyolotes, 

are deemed ripe by late winter and are what end up being baked in the earth ovens.  

     Figure 4.2: Decapitating a maguey quiote in the fall.  

        Figure 4.3:Feeding the decapitated quiote to the goats. 
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Figure 4.4: Spring harvest of a maguey quiote stump (meyolote), using a bifacially 

sharpened spatulate tool called a rajiar. 

 

Every Monday during from late winter until the summer rains (early 

February-May) an earth oven is made at the Chacuaco Palomitas site.  Chacuaco 

Palomitas lies in the saddle of a hill overlooking a rural village of the Sierra Catorce.  

In addition to the chacuaco currently in use and its associated midden, Chacuaco 

Palomitas contains an abandoned oven and a few walls and rows of planted agave for 

an incipient milpa under construction by one of the chacuaqeros.  The abandoned 

oven was used by the father of these chacuaqeros 10 years ago, and the oven 

currently in use has been used for the last 10 years.  Agave americanus grows in 

dense clumps around the Chacuaco Palomitas site.  

Sundays, during the quiote harvest, are days to clean out the chacuaco and 

prepare it for the Monday’s bake; the rocks, ash, and charcoal are exhumed and 

dumped/tossed in their respective piles as the oven is prepared for the bake on the 
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following morning.  A lattice of steel beams (usually mining rail sections) is built 

over the top of the pit hearth and the rocks to be heated are carefully stacked on top.  

A small gap or “puerta” is left in the dome of rocks suspended over the pit hearth.  

The puerta, is strategically placed facing the wind and is used as an opening for fuel 

and airflow.  Since dry agave pencas and quiote shavings (which both burn quickly) 

are the only fuel used in these earth ovens, the puerta is an important feature in the re-

fueling process. 

 

Figure 4.5: Building a dome of thermal element stones over the  

  pit hearth.  The fire is built in the pit below so that the stones  

effectively catch the heat. 
Early on Monday morning, a fire is made beneath a dome of rocks over the pit 

hearth.  The rocks of the chacuaco are heated for about five hours during the morning 

and early afternoon.  All the while the chacuaceros use their machetes to peel the 

quiotes that they have harvested during the past week. A keen eye is kept toward the 

fire, which constantly needs more fuel.  When the rocks “have glow” they are hot 

enough (up to 800C) to cook the 50-70 harvested quiotes.   
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       Figure 4.6: Firing the Thermal Element Stones on Bake Day. 

When the rocks “tiene alumbre,” or ‘have glow,’ the dome of rocks is tumbled 

down into the pit as the chacuaceros remove the steel lattice with long steel poles.   

Figure 4.7: Using fire-poles to tumble the hot rock thermal elements into the pit hearth.  Note also the 

peeled quiotes stacked in a staging area, the pile of agave leaf bases to be used as packing material, and 
the pile of burlap used to cover items cached in the trough.  

 

The one-meter pit is then full of hot rocks up to ground level.  Next, a thorough layer 

of mescals, or agave leaf bases, is spread atop the hot rocks.  The mescals sizzle as 
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they go on and are said to give the quiotes a good flavor and provide plenty of 

moisture to the cooking environment.  

  Figure 4.8: Maguey leaf bases, called mescals by the chacuaqueros,  
are piled atop a hot pit hearth to serve as the oven’s packing material. 

 

After the organic packing layer entirely covers the hot rock pit, the quiotes are 

stacked in a mound atop the steaming mescals.  After the pile of 50 or so harvested 

bloom stalks are stacked on top, the mound is covered with a layer of broad agave 

leaves (pencas), pinned to the bloom stalks with agave spines.  The pencas have been 

previously roasted and are re-used for many ovens.  In between uses they are cached 

in burlap sacks and buried in the loose earth around the oven.     

As the burlap goes on, a rock wall is built around the edge of the quiotes.  

This rock wall, built of the locally procured “piedras azules,” or ‘blue stones,’ has no 

other purpose than to hold earth, which is taken from the surrounding trough and 

mounded atop the steaming mass.   
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Figure 4.9: Stones being used in an earth oven containment wall.  Note also the two parallel 

lines of stones used as a staging area for the cleaned and peeled quiotes prior to being put in 

the oven.  

 

Great care is taken to make sure that enough earth is piled on so that no steam 

escapes.   The buried quiotes are allowed to bake inside the chacuaco for two and a 

half days.   

     Figure 4.10: A closed oven, baking 50 quiotes.  Note the fire-pole in the midden foreground. 

 

On Tuesdays and Wednesdays, while the quiotes are baking, the chacuaqeros 

do work unrelated to the quiote processing.  Forays are taken into the sierra to collect 

firewood for domestic kitchen use, to cut wild grasses (Nassella tenuissima) for their 
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horses and burros, and lechuguilla (Agave lechuguilla) leaves to make fiber products.  

Time is also spent in the family milpas to tend vegetable plots and in the maintenance 

and building of rock walls or domestic structures.   

On Thursdays the chacuaco is opened at daybreak and the steaming quiotes 

loaded on burros to meet a truck or bus that will take the food to the nearest large 

market (about an hour away).  A few of the now sweet quiotes are taken home by the 

chacuaqeros, the rest are sold at a regional market for $30 pesos each.  The contents 

of one chacuaco bake, a week’s work, brings the three chacuaqeros a total of around 

$200 American dollars.  On Fridays and Saturdays, fresh quiotes are harvested in the 

surrounding hills, loaded on burros, and transported to the chacuaco site.  On 

average, an adult male and his 12 year-old son harvest 20 quiotes per day.   

            Figure 4.11: Quiotes are trimmed to fit in the next oven.       
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Slowly the pile of fresh quiotes grows at the chacuaco quiote cache, and the rhythm 

of the Sierra continues. 

 

 

 

 

 

   Figure 4.12: Loading harvested quiotes on a burro. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Coming of Age in Mescalero: 

Roasting Agave for Na ‘ii ‘ees,  

an Apache Puberty Ceremony 
 

Each May, Mescalero Apaches gather at the Living Desert Museum in 

Carslbad, New Mexico to harvest agave heads (Agave neomexicana), roast them, then 

feast and dance.  The gathering, which culminates with dances from the Apache 

Mountain Spirit Dancers, is a modern public performance of their traditional heritage.  

The agave roast is the initial step in a young girl’s coming of age ceremony, or Na ‘ii 

‘ees.  The following is my account of this earth oven used to bulk process agaves in a 

ritualized context in May 2001.  In narrative form, this chapter is organized around 

descriptions of the agave harvest, the earth oven bake, and feasting.  An 

ethnoarchaeological survey of the event is found in Chapter 8.   

I had heard about the annual agave roast hosted by the Mescalero Apaches for 

several years, but was reticent to commit research funds and energy to something that 

seemed like such a public performance.  Furthermore, I doubted that this spectacle 

would provide much archaeologically germane information, the earth oven site being 

constructed by white anthropologists and biologists, with metal bleachers for tourists.  

Fortuitously, I got a flyer for the event in the mail at the same time that I had been 

reading Gupta and Ferguson’s (1997) Anthropological Locations and Castetter and 

Opler’s (1936) “Ethnobiology of the Chiricahua and Mescalero Apache.”   
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Castetter and Opler (1936) piqued my interest for Apache culture, while 

Gupta and Ferguson (1997) reoriented my concept of where “the field” is in 

anthropological fieldwork.  I began to realize that by expanding my notion of “the 

field,” the possibilities for understanding modern expressions of an ancient cooking 

technology also grow. Upon further consideration, the Apache mescal roast event 

itself seemed to present an ideal meeting of traditional technology and cuisine and a 

modern indigenous performance which invited outsiders.  Thus, the timing seemed 

right, and when the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory offered to pay for my 

gas, I loaded up the family and drove out to Carlsbad.  

 

The Harvest 
 The chilled air of the morning moves around us gently as we drink our coffee 

at first light.  A few Apache families, some museum staff, the rancher on whose land 

we would be harvesting Agave neomexicana, and I stand around idly in the parking 

lot of the Quality Inn, at the edge of town.  We are waiting for the school bus from 

Mescalero, full of seventh-graders on their spring fieldtrip.  A man with a weathered 

face looks at my sandal clad feet and spits on the asphalt,  “You got any boots?” 

I ride the big yellow bus with the kids and their teachers out to the harvest 

site.  The desert outside of Carlsbad is rough, rocky, and like the land around the 

Mescalero Reservation, nearly devoid of native agaves.  The students giggle, tease, 

and flirt with each other as seventh graders do, as the bus makes its way to the toe of 
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El Capitan and the Guadalupe Mountains, the traditional homeland of the Mescalero 

Apache.   

The day before I had read a report from US Army Lieutenant Howard Bass 

Cushing describing this Guadalupe Mountain region in December of 1869.  His 

descriptions were particularly detailed, especially relating to the attack by soldiers on 

a Mescalero Apache camp with 40-50 brush structures.  Approximately 300 people 

were either killed or left scattered in the hills.  Fifteen to twenty thousand pounds of 

dried baked mescal were recorded in the camp.  

As we leave the paved highway and move slowly on a dirt road, the blurred  

desert scenery comes into focus, and the sentinel spires of blooming agaves seem to 

be on every horizon.  Dust rises from behind the bus in the warm light of morning and 

the seventh graders turn their attention to the plants of their cultural namesake.  Those 

with aisle seat periodically stand up for a better view out the window.  “Wow! Do 

you see the mescal!  Look at that one!  There is a big one!  There is mescal all over 

here!” 

   Figure 5.1: A Woman and Boys Harvesting Agave neomexicana 
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On the bus, a teacher explains to me that the agave harvest was traditionally 

done by Apache women, and in the case of the girl’s coming of age ceremony, an 

eleven or twelve year old girl is led around the desert by her mother and grandmother.  

The mother and grandmother are the feast-givers, a big commitment including the 

harvest, the bake, preparations for the feast, and a special dress to be worn by the 

young woman on the day of her coming of age.  Most importantly the feast-givers 

have the role of teachers, transmitting cultural knowledge to a girl as she enters the 

world of adulthood.  Together the feast-givers and the girl are to walk slowly through 

the desert, selecting the agaves that will be used in the Na ‘ii ‘ees ceremony, and 

mark them with ribbons.   

Traditionally the women harvest the plants together and then bake them in the 

earth oven.  The cooked mescal is then dried or frozen and stored until it’s needed for 

the four-day coming of age ceremony.  This ceremony, which commences upon a 

girl’s first mense, is accompanied by community dances, songs, and massages for the 

young girl by her mother and grandmother (Yupanqui 1999).  The culmination is a 

feast prepared by neighbors and relatives, the dried mescal the centerpiece food.  One 

grandmother explains it to me this way; “The mescal has always been a part of the 

girl’s rites.  It brings people together.  It’s a lot like the quinceneros for Mexicans.”  

The Navajo have a similar puberty ceremony for women in which corn, rather than 

agave, is the centerpiece.  For this Navajo ceremony a large cornmeal cake, made 

from over 100 pounds of ground corn, is cooked in an earth oven (Yupanqui 1999).    
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Figure 5.2: Young Apache Girl Trimming an Agave with a Hatchet 

Recent generations, have neglected to participate in the roast, likely due to 

cultural influences encouraging more Americanization and the dearth of agave plants 

growing around the Mescalero Reservation.  Modern Mescalero elders, concerned 

that these traditional ways were being forgotten, organized this year’s harvest as part 

of the seventh grade curriculum.  Boys now harvest with girls as the mescal roast 

evolves to meet (post)modernity.   

Inside a large human circle in the heart of the Chihuahuan Desert, next to the 

big yellow bus, a Mescalero shaman walks around and individually blesses, with 

cattail pollen in open palms, each person who will be harvesting agave.  The blessing 

reminds us of the solemnity of the event and to respect the land and each other during 

the harvest gathering.  Before the circle is broken, the harvesters are cautioned to be 

careful when walking around the desert, and a Mescalero woman makes a crack about 

an old white woman wearing sandals to collect agave.  Everyone laughs in my 

general direction and then breaks into small groups in search of “ripe” agave.   
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Following the group with the woman who had made the joke through 

blooming desert scrub—ocotillos, cholla, prickly pear, agarita, nolina grass, sumac 

bushes, columnar mamalarias, and the agaves, I learn how to use oak limb wedges 

and a sledge hammer to harvest the big agaves.  Placing the wedge near the base, the 

agave heads pop off after a few swings of the sledge.  The roots remain in the ground, 

allowing the plant to reproduce vegitatively.  Using a hatchet or machete, the leaves 

of the harvested agave are trimmed, revealing the white “heart” of the plant.  After 

trimming, these leaves are piled neatly over the exposed base of the plant, “…to show 

the desert spirits that we take these plants only with the greatest respect.” 

 Figure 5.3: Apache youth and a harvested and trimmed Agave neomexicana heart 

 

Working all morning we harvest 40 agaves.  This is hard work, upon which 

the seventh graders, who bounce about the desert with vigor, seem to feed.  During a 

break, I ask Edith Mora, the woman who had made the comment about the white 
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woman’s sandals, about her joke.  She laughs heartily, “If a man does the agave 

harvest or the cooking for a feast we call him an old woman…It’s hard work, so the 

men stay out of the way at this time.  They [the men] can make the fire and get some 

of the stones, but the women get the mescal and usually the sacred stones.”  I smile at 

the desert pavement holding my desert beaten white feet in sandals.   

 

The Bake 
 At midnight of that night, back at the Living Desert Museum, a fire is lit in the 

earth oven pit.  Men tend the glowing pit charged with half a chord of oak fuel.  By 

morning, heat radiates around the pit, and after beating the coals with a long pole, the 

temperature of the rock layer registers 1120 degrees Celsius on the thermocouple.   

 As the pit shimmers with heat, a crowd gathers in the bleachers set up around 

the earth oven pit.  The seventh graders, all of the Apache feast-givers, and the 

Apache Mountain Spirit Dancers sit on one bleacher and a motley collection of 

mostly gray-haired tourists sit on the bleachers opposite.   On a portable loudspeaker, 

Mark Rosacker, the organizer of the event, briefly explains the mescal roast to the 

tourists. 

The Apache believe that the mescal is not just food, it’s medicine… 

The plant is part mountain, part deer, part mouse, and insect, and rain, and sun… 

So eating it’s like a holy sacrament…a way of communion with everything.” 
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   Figure 5.4: Mark Rosacker Expains the Apache Earth Oven Ceremony to Tourists 

 

The feast-givers and four young girls approach the open earth oven, standing 

in a semi-circle around the pit shimmering with heat.  The shaman, who had blessed 

us out in the desert, prays with them and speaks to each group of feast-givers quietly.  

The tourists are asked to keep their cameras turned off.   

     Figure 5.5: Oven with 40 heads of Agave neomexicana 

Separately, each girl approaches the glowing pit and drops in a mescal head in 

with a hollow thud.  They all pray again, and then the seventh graders are called into 

action to fill the pit with the rest of the agave heads.  The pit, with its bottom full of 

live coals and hot rocks, is soon filled with the 40 agave heads, capped off with a 

thick layer of wet grass.  Curls of steam twist through the heavy air as the sweet smell 
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of roasting agave hovers in the desert.  Wet burlap bags seal the surface of the oven 

and a mound of earth is piled on top so that no steam escapes.   

   Figure 5.6: Sealing the Earth Oven with Wet Grass 
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CHAPTER 6 

La Candelia: 

Wax Making Along the Fronterra 

 
The wax camps are an interesting cultural phenomena for many reasons…The 

anthropologist and sociologist would find material for study in the transient nature of 

the camps and the fact that they are occupied by males only, who live under primitive 

conditions…The folklorist…would no doubt find the camps a goldmine of 

information, ranging from cures and costumes to tales of bandits and heroes along the 

river.  For the archaeologist, the wax comps are doubly interesting, being an excellent 

source of cultural data—Tunnell 1981:2. 

 

   Figure 6.1: Candelia plant on a rocky slope near Alpine, Texas 

 
The candelia plant (Euphorbia antisyphilitica), a natural source of high 

quality wax, grows abundantly in the northern Chihuahuan Desert region of the 

American Southwest (Tunnell 1981).  Even in times of severe drought, candelia 
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plants thrive.  Boiling the plants in water yields a foamy substance that coagulates on 

the surface which hardens and dries into pure wax.  Adding sulfuric acid to the 

boiling bath intensifies the process, making more wax from fewer plants. 

The candelia processing sites that I documented represent gender specific 

specialty processing sites.  As is noted below, the domestic context of many of these 

sites is a recent phenomenon related to access to trucks, which can bring resources 

home to be processed.  The features documented in this study are modern variants of 

earth ovens.  Their fire-box form is similar to earth ovens that I have observed for 

making mescal, an agave liquor, in Nuevo Leon, Mexico.  It may be argued that as 

candelia ovens do not present a closed environment, their technology is more similar 

to open kilns such as the caleras used traditionally to make lime.  My argument is 

that both candelia ovens and caleras are earth oven variants, involving specific 

technologies, which evolved from more traditionally conceived earth ovens.  They are 

designed to create a prolonged cooking environment at or near the phase change of 

liquid water to steam using radiant heat from thermal elements and combusted heat 

from a fire-box.  The evolution of these oven forms is specifically related to Old 

World oven types, with forms that diffused to the New World with European contact.   

For at least 100 years, processing this wax has been one of the most consistent 

sources of income for the rural inhabitants of the rugged Mexican Sierras bordering 

western Texas and southeastern New Mexico.  This chapter is an ethno-

archaeological case study on candelia wax processing, with special attention to 

candelia camps and associated material culture.  It highlights the use of earth ovens 
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for the specialized processing of a desert succulent.  This discussion is organized with 

this brief introduction followed by background information, a photographic 

description of making candelia wax, and an ethno-archaeological narrative of 

candelia wax processing sites. 

Background Information 
In 1964 Curtis Tunnell began a study of candelia wax processing that was 

ultimately published in the 1981 Texas Historical Commission report “Wax, Men, 

and Money: A Historical and Archaeological Study of Candelia Wax Camps along 

the Rio Grande Border of Texas.”  This chapter should be seen as an extension of the 

research done by Mr. Tunnell and Mr. Joe Graham (1975).  My interest in candelia 

wax processing grew accidentally, as I happened upon numerous wax camps during a 

February 2002 survey of the Sierras in search of sotol and agave processing.  The 

Sierras were exceptionally dry that winter—locals called it a continuation of a 20-

year drought.  Agaves were to be found only in elevations over 4000 feet above sea 

level, and even the hardy sotol looked withered and dry.  Candelia stands, however, 

appeared healthy and abundant, and on nearly every new horizon rose the smoke from 

fires under the candelia cauldrons.   

The candelia plant is harvested by hand and then boiled, in vats suspended 

over specialized earth ovens, in order to extract the precious wax.  The wax 

processing features are subterranean firebox ovens, lined with stone or brick thermal 

elements. Heavy steel reinforcement beams support rectangular steel vats, averaging 

1 meter by 0.5 meters.  These fire-box features, although much smaller, are almost 
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identical in form to the ovens used in this region to make commercial mescal.  Like 

the mescal ovens, they represent an evolution of traditional cooking technology of a 

desert plant for specific industrial-scale processing.   

The wax is either sold in Mexico, where it is heavily taxed, or more frequently 

it is smuggled across the U.S. border and sold in shady deals with representatives of 

the refineries from the shoe, car, floor, or ski wax industry.  While few have heard 

about this industry specializing on the processing of one desert plant species, almost 

everyone in the United States has at one time in their life come into contact with 

candelia wax.  As Tunnell (1981:34) mentions, “If you have chewed gum, used 

cosmetics, worn shoes, ridden horseback, polished an auto or an antique, played a 

phonograph record, or walked across a dance floor, you have probably encountered 

wax from candelia plants.”   

A Photographic Description of Making Candelia Wax 

Figure 6.2: Candelia Wax Oven, Piedritas, Coahuila, Mexico. 
Note the fire-box lined with adobe brick thermal elements.  Fuel for this oven is dry 

candelia.  Heat from combustion boils vats full of sulfuric acid, water, and green 
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candelia.  Note ash dumps on either side of the fire-box and a fuel cache in the 

background. 

 

Figure 6.3:Harvested Candelia, Jaboncillos, Coahuila, Mexico. Harvested candelia is 

hauled to the processing site in trucks. 

   

 
Figure 6.4: The Fire-Box, Alamos de Marquez, Coahuila, Mexico. The fire-box is 

fueled with dry candelia using a pitchfork… 
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     Figure 6.5…or a modified hoe. 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 6.6: Forked Stick Tool.  Forked sticks are used to push the  

green candelia into the boiling vat. 
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Figure 6.7: Boys work a boiling vat, Alamos de Marquez, Coahuila, Mexico.  The 

boiling vat is fashioned with a hinged press to squeeze the candelia plant of its 

precious wax. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.8: Espumador, Ranchito Santa Fe, Coahuila, Mexico.  Espumadors, or wax 

skimmers, are used to separate the frothy wax from the boiling liquid. 
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        Figure 6.9: Raw Candelia Wax.  The coagulated wax is broken into fragments, bagged, and sold. 

 

An Ethnographic Narrative of Candelia Wax Processing Sites 
 The windy desert wore a low haze as I broke camp near a hearth field east of 

Benevides, Chihuahua.  Finding the prehistoric hearths, strung out in a line near an 

arroyo with sotol growing on its banks, had encouraged me in my quest to find 

modern sotoleros.  I pointed my truck east, toward a ridge where I could read the 

landscape and examine my maps as I plotted the day’s course over a cup of coffee.  

Below the ridge the desert spread out like an apron---patterned and stained in the 

warm light of morning.  A heavy plume of smoke billowed on the horizon, and so I 

rolled up the maps, tossed the coffee dregs on a creosote bush, and followed the 

smoke. 

 The road bounced me alongside, up, and over the arroyo as I made my way 

through thick brush.  I found myself across the bank from several huge piles of cut 

brush and thatched ramadas.  Heavy white smoke billowed out from behind the brush.  

My first impression was that I had stumbled onto a Mexican Army outpost for 
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catching drug runners, dug-in and camouflaged with desert brush.  I made my way 

across the arroyo slowly, and quickly realized that the cut brush was all candelia.    

Figure 6.10: Smoke from candelia sites is a common part  
of the horizon in northern Coahuila, Mexico. 

 
I got out to walk around.  The place was a maze of candelia piles, up to 3 

meters high.  Some of the piles were green and fresh, while others were of dry brown 

candelia.  Narrow paths meandered around the piles and led to ovens and work areas.  

I counted four oven work areas with no one around before I encountered an oven 

bustling with activity.   

“Hello!  I’m studying subterranean ovens…may I watch you work?” I asked 

brandishing my camera.  Half a dozen men, who had paused briefly to look at the 

gangly gringo with a camera, all laughed and graciously visited with me as they 

worked for the rest of the day.  When I asked the jefe of the operation if they ever 

baked sotol he answered with a smirk. “We can make you some if you want, but no 
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one does that around here anymore.  That’s the way the Indians cooked.  We’re not 

Indians you know.” 

   Figure 6.11: Candelia Wax Processing Site, Alamos de Marquez, Coahuila, Mex. 

Camping with the Candelilleros 
Over the course of the next week I documented half a dozen candelia-

processing sites and camps in the Sierras just south of the Rio Grande in the states of 

Chihuahua and Coahuila.  Many of these sites were temporarily abandoned, 

reinforcing the ephemeral nature of candelia camps.  By visiting multiple sites, I was 

able to recognize several social and material culture patterns.  The following section 

is a collection of discussions pertaining to site locations, labor organization, and 

processing tools/features. 

Site Locations 

Candelia sites include work areas and living quarters that seemed to fall into 

three distinct categories: domestic operations, non-domestic operations, and village 

operations.  I did not observe any of the remote non-domestic canyon sites discussed 
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by Tunnell, however this is most likely the result of sampling bias.  The three site 

location types range in scale: small scale domestic operations, small to large-scale 

remote non-domestic operations, or large scale village operations.  Site placement for 

candelia processing seems to be related to a negotiated tension between locations 

where adequate stands of candelia grow and the social situation of the workers.   

The modern positioning of candelia site has been significantly influenced by 

the use of pick-up trucks, as opposed to burros, to transport equipment, harvested 

plants, and wax.  Tunnell (1981:41) observed that “By far the most common pattern is 

for several men, three or four to eight or ten, to take their vats and donkeys into a 

remote canyon area where candelia is abundant and establish a camp, which they may 

use continuously for months and intermittently for years.”  My survey encountered 

none of these remote canyon locals.   

Tunnell’s canoe survey, in addition to being over twenty years ago, was 

limited to the remote canyons along the Rio Grande.  Tunell observed (1981:45) that 

“Trucks, although used to haul weed to some of the early factories, are not in 

evidence.  We have never seen a motor vehicle, or the remains of one, in camps along 

the river.”  Thus, Tunnell’s canoe survey observed one remote window of candelia 

processing, while my survey observed another one, which was heavily influenced by 

the use of trucks.   

Out in the open desert, with the use of trucks to collect and transport harvested 

plants in every instance, the candelia sites observed were more varied than those 

observed by Tunnell (1981).  That said, the material culture associated with these 
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sites was remarkably similar to that described by Tunnell (1981:35-46) and several of 

the candelia sites that I documented were located on top of obvious prehistoric 

archaeological sites.  This makes Tunnell’s (1981:1) comment, that candelia sites 

“…may serve as models for the generation and testing of hypotheses relating to the 

prehistoric sites in the area,” all the more interesting. 

Domestic Sites 

Figure 6.12: Candelia Oven, Ranchito Santa Fe, Coahuila, Mexico.  
Two candelilleros examine their cleaned out firebox, their house in the background. 

 

Small-domestic sites included candelia processing-areas adjacent to remote 

houses.  At these sites one or two ovens were manned by a couple of family members 

or friends.  Thus, with the aid of trucks to bring in harvested plants, adult married 

males could specialize in making candelia wax and still work out of their homes.  In 

order for a family to keep their home near the candelia processing without access to a 

truck would require a nomadic lifestyle—the family moving from place to place in 

relation to large stands of candelia.  While this pattern was not observed, it highlights 

the value of trucks in the modern rural candelia economy.  The processing-areas of 
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small-scale domestic sites, while within site of the house, were consistently 

positioned so that prevailing winds blew the smoke away from the domestic space.  

The workers were family men, making an effort to work as close as possible to their 

home.  

 

Village Sites 

   Figure 6.13: Candelia Wax Oven, Alamos de Marquez, Coahuila, Mexico 

  Note the village behind this large-scale candelia processing site. 

 

An exaggeration of the small-scale domestic site is the village site.  In these 

cases, the candelia processing area is within sight of a village.  Village sites have the 

potential to be much larger in scale than domestic sites.  In one site I observed 10 

ovens, although only three of these ovens were in use.  Village wax processing sites 

are manned by several adult family members and friends, with an entourage of boys 

(sons and cousins) helping out.  Like domestic sites, village sites rely on the use of a 

truck to bring harvested plants to the processing area.  Without a truck, candelia 
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stands would be depleted in areas near the village, forcing the operation to move from 

site to site according to plant densities.   

 

Non-Domestic Sites 

 Non-domestic wax processing sites are associated with nearby separate living 

areas.  The workers at non-domestic sites are often bachelors, with a few family men 

who travel back and forth periodically to their homes and villages.  If a truck is 

available, it is typically owned and maintained by a jefe who pays the workers wages.  

The jefe may live nearby and operate a small store where the workers can buy food 

and essentials.  Work is typically ongoing for a month or so, followed by brief 

reprieves when workers go into town or return to their families.  Non-domestic 

candelia processing sites may be abandoned for a week, when the work crew returns, 

or for years, allowing nearby stands of candelia to recover. 

  Figure 6.14: Candelia Camp, Piedritas, Coahuila, Mexico.    

Living quarters and outside communal area for a non-domestic candelia camp. 
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The living areas of non-domestic sites highlight their ephemeral nature, for 

they are rough, basic, and devoid any domestic softness encouraged by the presence 

of women and children. These areas appear not as a home, but merely as a place for 

men to gather, eat, and sleep.  An accumulation of a few larger hearths and a nearby 

midden—a scatter of glass, plastic, and assorted trash—indicates a communal eating 

area.  Surrounding sleeping areas are small and expedient—under rock crags and 

overhangs or brush huts with a grass or cardboard mat for a bed.   Many of these have 

small hearths, more for warmth from the cold of the desert night than for cooking 

food. 

Organization of Labor 

 The organization of labor for candelia sites is dependent upon the scale of 

operation.  Small-scale domestic operations are organized around the family unit.  In 

these one-or two oven operations, young adult males work for their fathers and men 

without sons collaborate with a friend or male family member.  In larger operations, 

organization of labor is typically centered on a jefe or boss.  This man owns the 

truck(s) and pays for its gas, and pays a group of men wages or a percentage of 

profits.  The number of ovens roughly equals the number of men working at that site, 

as the boiling vats are typically owned by individuals.  In these large processing sites 

all of the ovens are not used simultaneously, as labor is shared in round-robin fashion, 

between harvest crews and processing crews.  There appears to be a hierarchy of 

labor stemming form the jefe and then moving down through the workers based on 
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age.  If boys are available for labor they do the more physical firing and clean out of 

the firebox and pressing of the plants as they boil, while the older men scoop out the 

coagulated wax into the forms. 
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CHAPTER 7 

La Barbacoa: 

Meat Feasts in Northern Mexico 
  

Figure 7.1: Maguey quiotes frame a non-domestic milpa nestled into the Sierra Catorce, 

Mexico.  Dry stacked rock walls border the milpas and small structures are used to stall goats 

and sheep overnight. 

                   

 

In the Sierra Catorce, Mexico, a barbacoa refers to a meat feast, utilizing a 

small domestic earth oven for cooking an entire animal.  In rural villages of the Sierra 

Catorce where I documented barbacoa ovens, I consistently encountered domestic 

pit-hearth features, measuring about 80cm deep by 60cm wide.  In other contexts 

barbacoa ovens may be larger, depending upon the amount of meat to be cooked.  I 

found these subterranean barbacoa ovens in the walled, open-air, living spaces of 
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houses (subsequently referred to as foyers).  What follows is my ethnographic 

narrative of a barbacoa feast hosted by a chivaero (shepherd) in the Sierra Catorce.  

A discussion of the activity areas and artifacts associated with barbacoa ovens is 

found in Chapter 8.   

Barbacoa de Chivo: A Shepherd’s Feast 
The chivaero (shepherd or goat herder) leads the male goat braying down the 

rocky trail to the village.  He had been selected for his size, and because the slaughter 

of a male will not affect milk production.  I follow, carrying a canister full of fresh 

goat milk, as the walls of the milpa disappear behind me.       

Figure 7.2: Milking a goat in a milpa stall.  Goat milk makes up  

a significant portion of consumed fat and protein in the Sierra Catorce.  

 

The village is only a two-kilometer walk down the trail from the milpa where 

the goats are stalled, and as we arrive the sound of the crying goat attracts a small 

crowd.  In the Sierra Catorce, goats are typically valued more for the fat and protein 

from goat milk than for meat.  The slaughter of a goat is thus a special event reserved 
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for only a few times a year.  The men stall the goat in the foyer and busy themselves 

with collecting dry agave fuel for the barbacoa oven.  Meanwhile, the women filter 

the milk through cloth and prepare a hearty atole’ drink called champorrado, made 

from warm goat milk, chocolate, cinnamon, and corn masa.    

A few kids taunt the male goat tethered to the foyer wall; “we are going to eat 

you,” they say.  Word of the impending feast inevitably spreads to extended family 

and a few friends who begin to perch themselves at various spots on the foyer wall to 

socialize and watch the activity.  Throughout this Sunday morning the foyer becomes 

an amphitheater where the chivaero plays the lead role of butcher, cook, and feast 

giver. The walled, open-air foyers are typically hubs of social activity and this is only 

exaggerated during a barbacoa feast.   

The pit hearth radiates heat and smoke swirls in the foyer as the chivaero 

thrusts his knife into the carotid artery of the bleating goat.  A couple of girls do their 

homework on the kitchen steps where their grandmother, on hands and knees, grinds 

corn on a metate.  A few men watch from their seats of the foyer wall and drink beer.  

The chivaero’s sons pull on the tongue of the fading goat and giggle quietly.  Their 

mother catches the streaming blood from the goat’s throat in a plastic bucket and 

swirls it with one hand so that it will not coagulate.  Soon the bleating from the goat 

has softened and his eyes turn slightly glazed.  “He doesn’t want to die,” the mother 

says as she continues to swirl with her blood red hand.  When she has collected 

enough for lunch “fritadadas” (fried blood and tripe with corn tortillas), the blood 

drips down and stains the foyer floor.  A dog stares hungrily at a safe distance.  The 
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chivaero adds more fuel to the pit hearth and then begins to skin the goat with the 

help of his sons.  His knife is repeatedly sharpened on a large whetstone that makes 

up part of the foyer wall.  The skinned goat is beheaded with a machete and then 

hung, upside down, from a hook on a wall of the foyer.  As the goat is butchered, 

quarters, head, and ribs are stacked in a large metal bucket along with about a liter of 

blood, spices (mainly cilantro and jalapeno), and roasted agave (Agave americanus) 

pencas.  All together, 18 kilograms of meat and bones fill up the metal bucket.   

     Figure 7.3: Butchering the goat, suspended from the foyer wall.  

 

The slaughter has taken one hour and now the rocks, which have been fired 

for the last three hours, are hot enough (300+C) to cook the meat.  The chivaero 

crashes the dome of hot rocks into the chacuaco pit hearth, and the rocks are arranged 

with a long steel pole to make a flat surface.   Agave pencas (Agave americanus) are 
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used as earth oven organic packing material.  These leaves are placed in a ring around 

the margins of the circular pit and atop the hot rocks.  “This is what gives it the 

flavor…it makes it delicious,” the shepherd says as he slices more agave leaves with 

a machete.  The chivaero places the bucket of meat directly on the hot stones and 

inside of this ring of steaming agave leaves.  More agave pencas cover the mouth of 

the bucket and a burlap clothe covers this steaming and sizzling mass.  Steam from 

the roasting agave pencas and the smell of meat flavors the air.  The charcoal-rich 

earth that was excavated from the chacuaco pit-hearth is piled on top and, to assure 

that no steam escapes, more earth is added from the garden outside the foyer wall.  

For the next five hours the meat will cook and the foyer will grow quiet and 

unattended.  The sounds of the house complex shift to bathing children and tidying 

before the evening feast.  A mound of warm earth in one corner and circle of 

bloodstained dirt in the center of the foyer are the only evidence of the baking goat.  

    Figure 7.4:Opening the steaming barbacoa oven. 

When we return, now eight hours after the fire was lit in the pit hearth, the 

chivaero begins to carefully shovel the earth off of the warm chacuaco mound.  His 

boots are shiny, complementing a large horseshoe belt-buckle and white cowboy hat.  
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Children begin to emerge into the foyer, scrubbed and in their Sunday best.  The 

barbacoa meat bucket is uncovered and placed in the center of the foyer with corn 

tortillas and salsa.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 7.5: Steaming barbacoa 

The goat head is unceremoniously given to the chivaero’s father and then we 

all, fifteen family members and three anthropologists, begin to pull moist meat from 

the bones with our hands.  We eat succulent and spicy barbacoa tacos off paper 

plates.  The chacuaco pit hearth, with its ring of blackened agave leaves, still radiates 

warmth.  Thirty minutes after opening the oven, all of the meat has been consumed.  

Little boys scramble around the foyer and house complex, giggling and chasing the 

smallest, who holds the horns of the butchered goat on this head as he runs.  The now 

empty barbacoa bucket is lifted, revealing a circular patch of bloody earth as the last 

rays of the sun streak the western horizon.   
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                                              Figure 7.6: Play after the feast. 
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Section III 

 

Implications and Summary 
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CHAPTER 8 

Archaeological Implications 
 

Section III (Chapters 8-9) includes a discussion of the archaeological 

implications for earth oven use followed by a summary of my findings.  In Chapter 8, 

archaeological implications are framed within the specifics of the features, organic 

remains, artifacts, and activity areas observed in the ethnoarchaeological case 

studies.  In Chapter 8, specific and general suggestions are made relative to framing 

questions about the archaeological investigation of earth ovens.  I conclude with some 

suggestions for future research. 

Understanding earth ovens is important because they are one of the most 

common features encountered by archaeologists.  Earth ovens present a major 

element of the archaeological record for many places on earth.  As embankments of 

thermally altered material, they leave distinctive archaeological signatures.  Earth 

oven hearths often contain substantial amounts of thermally altered stone, presenting 

features highly resistant to natural destruction.  Further, earth ovens represent 

particular human activities, resulting in distinctive artifact assemblages.  

This discussion is broadly framed within the contexts of the previous 

ethnohistorical surveys presented in Chapters 2 and 3 and related archaeological 

literature.  I use edited excerpts from my field journal (written in single-spaced 
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italics) to place the discussion of archaeological implications within the context of 

specific ethnoarchaeolgical case-studies.  As might be expected, the archaeology of 

earth ovens is highly related to earth oven technology, and therefore much of this 

discussion follows that of Chapter 1.  The following chapter, then, is a presentation of 

some of the archaeological implications of earth ovens with sections on features, 

organic remains, artifacts, and activity areas.  This discussion is my reasoned 

opinion, based upon observed trends, about what the archaeological signatures of 

earth ovens may look like, and should not be read as a predictive statement for the 

material situations of all archaeologically investigated earth ovens.  

 

Earth Oven Features 

Archaeological signatures of earth ovens are dependent upon their social 

context, use, age, and preservation.  That said, the most common archaeological 

signature of an earth oven is a hearth with a thermal element.  The hearth may be of 

various forms, including pit, basin, surface, raised, and fire-box.  The variation in 

these hearth forms relates most specifically to the requirements of the food load.  In 

addition to the cultural processes involved in the use of an oven, one should also keep 

in mind subsequent processes, both natural and cultural, that act on artifact contexts. 

 

-May 19, 2001, Mescalero Apache Agave Roast, Carlsbad, New Mexico. 

…As the crowd dissipates, I walk around the pit for an archaeological survey.  The 

excavated pit, now covered with a mound of warm earth, had been a deep hollow 

cylinder, 190 cm wide by 200 cm deep.  Fourty agave heads (Agave neomexicana) 

now fill this cylindrical oven.  The bottom of the pit is filled with rounded limestone 

river cobbles, ranging in size from 40cm in diameter to 10 cm in diameter.  The walls 
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and rim of the oven are neatly lined with tabular limestone slabs, averaging 40cm in 

diameter.   

 

Next to the mound of warm earth covering the baking agave is a pile of thermally 

altered limestone fragments, the midden.  Representing 15 years of cooking for this 

earth oven, the midden is a pile 250cm long by 150cm wide and 50cm high.  Thus, the 

volume of the midden, 1.875 cubic meters, implies an average of 0.125 cubic meters 

of annual midden growth (when divided by the 15 times the oven has been used)…As 

I was making my calculations, a Mescalero woman approached me, wondering what I 

was doing.  I told her, she smiled to herself, and as she walked away said, “Many of 

the people will come and take those oven rocks to put them around their houses.” 

 

As earth ovens typically present a reduced oxygen environment, the hearths 

may contain substantial amounts of charcoal and ash.  

 

 

 

 Figure 8.1: Cleaning out the charcoal and ash from a barbacoa pit hearth,  

   Sierra Catorce, Mexico. 
 

In some cases, a central column of stones in a pit-hearth is used as a support for a 

dome of thermal element stones during firing. 
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 Figure 8.2: Cleaned pit hearth exposing the central column at Chacuaco Palomitas. 

 

 

-February 10, 2001, Agave Bloom Stalk Oven,Chacuaco Palomitas, Sierra Catorce, 

Mexico.  The central pit hearth, 110cm deep and 140cm in diameter at the ground 

surface, contains a central column of large stones stacked and thermally fused amidst 

the jumbled fill of the other thermal element stones.  They call this central column of 

stacked rocks (each rock 20-30cm diameter) the “burro,” presumably because of its 

role as a weight bearer.  The burro is used as a support pillar for the lattice of steel 

rail beams on dome of thermal element rocks to be fired.  A substantial amount of ash 

and charcoal rests at the base of the pit hearth.  

          

 

   Figure 8.3:Barbacoa Oven, Boquillas, Coahuila, Mexico 

   (40kg goat meat cooked, 4 thermal element stones).  
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-February 5, 2001, Agave Bloom Stalk Oven,Chacuaco Palomitas, Sierra Catorce, 

Mexico.  …after two and a half days of cooking, the oven is opened and the 50 some 

baked quiotes exhumed.  To get at the steaming mass of bloom stalks, the layers of the 

oven are carefully peeled away.  Shovels and hands roll back the stones and earth 

that cover the steaming food.  The stone wall of “blue stones” is dismantled first, 

forming a large ring of stones around the oven (5 meters in diameter).  Walk-spaces 

in this circle of large stones are made for convenience in accessing the quiotes 

stacked on top of the pit hearth.  The loose earth that covered the oven is returned to 

the trough immediately surrounding the pit hearth.  The quiotes are carted away, and 

the pit heath is left bare—full of thermal element stones still radiating heat.  

Somewhere at the bottom of the pit hearth a layer of ash and charcoal awaits clean 

out before the next bake.   

 

It is in this state, open and peeled back, that the quiote chacuaco oven spends 

most of its life, and therefore it is this artifact arrangement that the archaeologist is 

most likely to encounter.  This oven would be archaeologically visible as a thermally 

altered pit full of charcoal, earth, and thermally altered stones.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Figure 8.4:Chacuaco Palomitas, an opened earth oven for cooking agave  
 bloom stalks in the Sierra Catorce, Mexico. 
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As the stone thermal elements were crashed down upon live coals and fire, the 

fire was smothered, and the base of the pit is charcoal-rich followed by a thick layer 

(approximately 70cm) of thermally altered stones and carbon rich sediment.   

Figure 8.5:Chacuaco Tanquito, Sierra Catorce, Mexico.  This earth oven site has been 

abandoned for ten years.  Note the surrounding milpa walls.  These non-domestic male  

work areas remain as named places on the local landscape.  Milpa work areas are  
generally handed down to family members.  

 

Figure 8.6: Chacuaco Cienegita, Sierra Catorce, Mexico, currently in-use but abandoned for 

the season. 
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The Archaeology of Thermal Elements 

Figure 8.7: A pit hearth with thermal elements surrounded by an earth trough and containment stones, 

Chacuaco Palomitas, Sierra Catorce, Mexico  

  

Without the aid of combusted heat, most earth ovens require a thermal 

element to transfer radiant heat to food.  Stones are the most common thermal 

lelment, however clay balls, the oven walls (as in the Indian tandori), and caliche 

nodules are also used.  The Oriomo Papauns of Lowland Papua use broken pieces of 

termite hills (pistolitic laterites) (Otsuka 1983:108-109).   

        Figure 8.8: Stone thermal element in the pit hearth at Chacuaco Cienigitas. 
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Wandsnider’s (1997:21) review of ethnographically recorded earth ovens 

indicates rock thermal elements in 100% of the ovens cooking both meat and plants, 

85% of the ovens cooking only plants, and 37% of the ovens cooking only meats.  

Thus, a critical point in identifying and interpreting the use of earth ovens 

archaeologically, is not the identity of the thermal element, but the presence of one.  

-November 11, 2001, barbacoa oven, Sierra Catorce, Mexico. 

…Only a few thermal element rocks were tossed into “la basura” (midden/trash pile) 

by the chivaero preparing the feast.  Most of the 30 kilograms of thermal element 

rocks excavated from the oven pit were re-used.  Twenty additional kilograms of 

stone were added to the thermal element pile.  Thermal element rocks were carefully 

selected from the foyer wall for their ability to hold heat and non-explosive character.  

Thermal element rock type for this oven was primarily a Cretaceous limestone (the 

same limestone found in several of the chacuaco de quiote thermal elements), 

dolomite free of quartz veins, and two recycled vesicular basalt artifacts.   

 

The basalt pieces, a broken metate and mocajete, merit further description.  The 

smaller mojacete fragment (10cm diameter) was excavated out of the pit oven and the 

metate, a slightly concave three legged rectangle (40cm x 30cm) was taken from the 

foyer wall.  While I took photos of these artifacts I asked where they were from.   A 

woman kneeling with her metate says quietly, “They were my grandmother’s.” Now 

these basalt stones are especially valued as excellent thermal elements by the 

chivaero.  

Figure 8.9: A boy feels the smooth surface of a broken                   Figure 8.10:The granddaughter  metate 

recycled as a barbacoa oven thermal element.                                       of the woman who once 

       used the broken metate. 
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Cooking stones are selected for a range of factors, including ability to resist 

thermal weathering, capacity for thermal retention, non-explosive characteristics, 

size, and accessibility.  For human groups operating totally on foot, accessibility to 

rock sources may have been of critical importance.  The patterns of earth oven 

specialty sites in relation to quarry sites that I observed in the Sierra Catorce may 

have been related to the use of burros as pack animals. Access to pack animals to 

some degree, and trucks to a higher degree, has the potential to significantly alter 

choices in thermal element type.   

Explosive characteristics in certain rock types play a role in thermal element 

choice.  Austrialian Aborigines of the Flinder’s Range use the same word to refer to 

both “rock that is being heated” and “bullet” (Turnbridge 1985). 

-February 2, Agave Bloom Stalk Oven, Chacuaco Palomitas, Sierra Catorce, Mexico.  

…the oven pit itself is permanently lined with dolomite boulders (30-40cm in 

diameter) that have been selected for their absence of the dangerously explosive 

quartz veins.  The locally available “piedra azules” (‘blue stones’) are a coarse 

grained dolomite with many quartz veins and inclusions.  These rocks comprise the 

outside wall of the oven and are never used as thermal elements.  These “blue 

stones” are considered undesirable thermal elements by the chacuaceros because of 

their propensity to fracture and explode. 

 

Vesicular basalt and limestone (both relatively silica poor) tend to be the most 

frequently used rock types, possibly due to their homogeneous and strongly bonded 

nature (Jackson 1998:7).  Quartzite, sandstone, and granite (all silica rich) are used at 

times, especially in situations where silica poor rocks are under-represented or are 

absent.   
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-February 23, 2001, Agave Bloom Stalk Oven,Chacuaco Palomitas, Sierra Catorce, 

Mexico.  …chacuaqeros pay a great deal of attention to the quality of their oven 

thermal element.  The rocks selected for the thermal element must be resistant to 

thermal shock (they don’t fracture easily), have the quality of “holding the heat” or 

“glow,” and not have the propensity to explode…chacuaco ovens are composed of at 

least three distinct types of stone, and sometimes four.  The central thermal element is 

comprised of imported fine-grained Cretateous limestone and/or an igneous stone 

obtained from places where intrusive igneous dikes have slightly altered the 

surrounding limestone.  The raw thermal element stones range from 30cm to 20cm in 

diameter, but most have been fractured and may range down to 10cm and smaller 

before being tossed on the midden. 

 

 As thermal elements are further exposed to the rigors of heating and cooling, 

they inevitably break down and fracture.  Patterns exist in the nature of these fracture 

patterns.  Theoretically, fractures may be classified into two types: 1) heat expansion 

related—concave shrapnel, or 2) cooling contraction related—polygonal fractures.  

Jon Olson (2001, personal communication), a solids fracture specialist in the 

Department of Geology, UT-Austin, explains it this way. 

Polygonal fractures (like mud cracks, permafrost or columnar jointing in lavas) imply 

contraction in all directions.  It would not be a process that occurred while heating 

up, it would be a cooling process.  The concave or concoidal fracture would probably 

be what happens when the rocks are heated up too rapidly and because of 

temperature gradients or variable properties you get differential expansion causing 

failure (fracture). 

 

Pot-lid and other small curvilinear shatter occurs when heated rocks reach an elastic 

limit and explode (Jackson 1998; McParland 1976; Schalk and Meatte 1988; Zurel 

1979).  Macroscopic angular/blocky fractures have been documented for various rock 
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types that have been heated and quick-cooled (McParland 1976; 1977; Schalk and 

Meatte 1988; Zurel 1979).   

Thermal Element Quarry Sites 

-November 2, 2001, thermal element quarry, Sierra Catorce, Mexico. 

…Today we were guided to the quarry for thermal element stones. After a 20 minute 

walk on a trail meandering north of the village, we crossed over into a drainage 

divide with precipitous slopes.  The quarry is in a nondescript locale, a steep 

erosional slope that looks to hold a mixture of limestone and unidentified igneous 

beds in an anticline.  We gather large stones, averaging 20-30cm in diameter, and 

stack them before they are strapped to the burro.  A man yells at us from a nearby 

milpa.  Our guide yells back, waves, and we continue to gather stones. In all, five 

stones are strapped to the burro.  Our guide says that he makes a trip to the quarry 

three or four times a year. 

 Figure 8.11: Los Torres stone thermal element quarry site, Sierra Catorce, Mexico 

Thermal element quarry sites in the Sierra Catorce vary in distance from the 

oven, yet most are within a two-kilometer radius of their village and the earth oven 

agave-processing site.  The fact that oven sites are located away from quarries, away 

from the villages, and within large stands of agave indicates that proximity to thermal 

element stones may be of lesser importance than proximity to the harvested plants. 
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Figure 8.12: Loading the burro at Los Torres thermal element quarry. 

The Trough, Non-Thermally Altered Stone, 

and Ancillary Hearth Features 

Earth oven sites typically have many features peripheral to the oven hearth 

where the food is cooked.  Archaeological identification of these features is important 

to understand the greater spectrum of activities surrounding an earth oven bake.  

These features may relate to primary food processing areas, dumping areas 

(middens), tool and food caching, activities involving the larger subsistence network, 

or to food prepared for consumption during the oven bake. Accumulations of 

different rock types may give clues to various activities and the uses of specific stone 

types.  At Chacuaco Palomitas a suite of these related features augments the 

archaeological signature of the earth oven… 
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The Trough 

Non-permanent earth oven hearths are often surrounded by a trough of earth 

used as the oven lid/cap during the bake.   

-February 16, 2001, Chacuaco Palomitas, Sierra Catorce, Mexico. 

The chacuaqeros bury shovels, burlap, and pencas (agave leaves) in the loose earth 

surrounding the oven.  This is the earth that is repeatedly used to cap the oven.  

Hiding these tools here keeps them safe from “…anyone who might come along and 

think that God had left out some gifts.” 

 

Non-Thermally Altered Rocks 

As well, a ring of large, non thermally altered rocks, surrounding the pit 

hearth, may indicate the use of a containment wall to hold earth over a relatively large 

food load.  At Casas Grandes (Whalen and Minnis 2001:126) found similar rock 

rings; “The standing stones and the outer rock rings served to stabilize and contain the 

piles of agave.  The distinctive, large ovens, then, are argued to represent large scale 

processing of succulent plant foods.”  Rocks are also used as a base to keep food 

clean, and in enclosure walls.  

-February 5, 2001, Chacuaco Palomitas, Sierra Catorce, Mexico. 

During the preparations for the bake several prominent features are used: the pit 

hearth itself, filled with heat-altered imported limestone (cooking stones) and two 

parallel lines of piedras azules (each 5 meters long and comprised of 12-15 stones) 

used as a base to stack the peeled quiotes before cooking (prop stones). The two 

distinct rows of the locally available ‘blue stones’ are placed in-between the quiote 

peeling activity area and the chacuaco itself.  These ‘blue stones’ seem to be a coarse 

grained dolomite with many quartz inclusions.  The two rows of these blue stones 

indicate a staging area with the purpose of the rocks being to keep the peeled quiotes 

off of the ground and clean.  The pile of peeled quiotes grows on top of the two rows 

of blue stones as the chacuaceros continue peeling with their machetes, and the 

imported thermal element rocks in the chacuaco continue to heat up.   

 

…The raw quiotes are being taken out of the cache, a clump of maguey with a pile of 

blue rocks on top to keep the burros and goats away...Blue rocks also make up the 
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rock wall of the milpa.  Stacks of these blue rocks begin where the milpa wall is 

unfinished and encircle an area of about 100 meters.  Small transplanted maguey 

plants form parts of this enclosure…When they finish the milpa enclosure it will 

contain the chacuaco, a large garden area, and a stall for goats.   

 

       Figure 8.13: Maguey quiote cache structure, and an open Chacuaco Cienegita in the background. 

 

Ancillary Hearth Features 

As well, many earth oven sites have ancillary hearth features.  In domestic 

settings, these hearth features are often used as the primary feature to cook food 

consumed in the house.  Use of the earth oven is usually reserved for food preparation 

for special feasting events.  In non-domestic settings, hearth features ancillary to the 

earth oven may be used to warm food consumed by the cooks during the earth oven 

work. 
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         Figure 8.14: Anciliary hearth in the left foreground of a closed Chacuaco Cienigita.

   

 

-February 2, 2001, Agave Bloom Stalk Processing Site, Chacuaco Palomitas, Sierra 

Catorce, Mexico.  After a full morning of work, building the oven fire, preparing the 

quiotes with machetes, collecting a pile of fresh pencas for packing on top of the hot 

rocks…the men take a break for lunch.  Fresh corn tortillas with beans and eggs, 

spiced with chiles and onions, are heated up on a comal near the pit hearth…A subtle 

ash/charcoal lens amongst an accumulation of a few large blue stones represents this 

hearth feature used to heat up lunch.    

 

All of the chacuaco sites documented in this survey contained these ancillary 

hearth features used to cook/reconstitute food for the chacuaqeros.  These small 

hearth features near the larger earth oven pit hearth are important in that they 

represent the preparation or the re-heating of food consumed by the earth oven 

specialists themselves, on site…as opposed to the food prepared in the earth oven, 

represented by the larger pit hearth, which is eaten in the village and in a nearby 

regional markets.  

Thus, in addition to a burned rock midden and a charcoal and ash dump at 

Chacuaco Palomitas, an archaeologist would encounter a large circle (5 m in 

diameter) of the larger, locally procurred, ‘blue stones’, used to build the oven 

retaining wall, a surrounding the trough of loose earth used as the oven lid/cap, the 

pit-hearth filled with imported limestone (the thermal element) in the center, and a 

subtle ancillary hearth feature.  Buried in the trough of loose earth are various tools, 

including a shovel, fire-pole, and a bag of roasted agave leaves.  The circle of blue 

stones, with a few gaps used for walk access during the work, could easily be 

misinterpreted as remnants of a large circular shelter structure with several doors. 
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Even in the small and subtle accumulation of blue stones in the ancillary hearths 

adjacent to the earth oven, the blue stones serve as props for metal comals.  Thus, the 

function of the blue stones is merely one of holding earth, not temperature, while the 

thermal element stones are selected for their ability to hold heat and radiate it slowly.  

The microscopic (mineralogical) archaeological signature of these rocks 

should reflect patterns in temperature exposure to rock accumulations, which can lead 

to worthy interpretations of the functions of these stones.  For instance, the 

temperature of the outside face of the blue stones is the same as ambient the air 

temperature, while the side exposed to the baking quiotes does not exceed 100C.  In 

other words, archaeomagnetic reconstruction of the maximum temperatures of the 

stones associated with this earth oven feature should record exposures to low 

temperatures (80-100C) for the circle of blue stones, high temperatures (600-800C) 

for the thermal element stones, and moderately high temperatures for the ancillary 

hearth stones (400-600C).  

  

“La Basura”: Burned Rock Middens 

The formation of burned rock middens has been the subject of much 

archaeological inquiry and research. An archaeological symposium on Texas middens 

(Hester 1991) organized the history of interpretations and research methodologies in 

Texas.  Similar conferences at the 62
nd

 meeting of the Society for American 

Archaeology meeting, the 54
th 

Meeting of the Plains Anthropological conference 

(Alex and Wandsnider 1996), and in meetings in Europe (Barfield 1990; Thoms 
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2000) highlight the importance of understanding the processes associated with the 

formation of these features.  Hester’s (1973) comment that burned rock middens are 

“…functionally-specific intrasite features” highlights the interpretive importance of 

placing specific midden activity within the context of surrounding activity areas.  

-February 1, 2001, Agave Bloom Stalk Processing Site, Chacuaco Palomitas, Sierra 

Catorce, Mexico.  On oven clean out day (Sunday) at Chacuaco Palomitas, much 

material associated with the chacuaco is re-deposited.  Ash, charcoal, and spent 

cooking stones are exhumed from the pit hearth and dumped in discrete piles away 

from the chacuaco.  Most of the cooking stones were re-used in the rock dome built 

over the pit hearth.  The few stones that were tossed in “la basura,” or the associated 

burned rock midden, were perceived to be of small size and inability to hold heat.   

 

Figure 8.15: Burned rock midden in the foreground is from an abandoned oven,  

while down slope of the oven currently in use is an active midden.  Also note discrete 
dumping areas for stones, ash, and charcoal as well as a fuel cache. 

 

The burned rock midden at Chacuaco Palomitas is only associated with 

secondarily deposited refuse.  It is not an intentionally built or maintained feature, 

rather it is the result of oven clean out and dumping.  The midden is 15 x 12 m, and 
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approximately 0.2 m (two to three rocks) deep.  Its location is immediately adjacent 

and down-slope to the oven.   Former thermal element rocks tossed on the midden 

average 5-10 cm in diameter, with few rocks over 10 x 10 cm.  When analyzing the 

midden contents it was important to make distinctions between rock types, so that the 

interspersed local country rock (naturally occurring) was not confused with the 

imported thermal element stones.  Midden volume at Chacuaco Palomitas is 

approximately 36 cubic meters.  As the oven and its associated midden are reportedly 

10 years old, it was estimated that the midden grew annually an average of 3.6 meters 

[36 cubic meters /10 years].  Because quiote harvest season is four months of the year 

(December-April), it is also possible to estimate the total number of firings that this 

pit hearth has seen at 160 firings [16 Mondays x 10 years].  With these values it is 

then possible to estimate the amount of expended cooking stone added to the burned 

rock midden after each firing episode at 0.0225 meters cubed per firing. 

 

Earth Oven Organic Remains 

Because earth ovens represent a specific cooking environment with a 

distinctive thermodynamic regime, some patterns in earth oven organic remains exist.  

As with the recovery of organic material from any archaeological setting, these 

patterns are highly susceptible to natural formation processes.  The organic remains 

found in earth ovens may be related to fuel, food, and packing material.   
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Fuel Remains 

The presence of abundant charcoal fuel in an earth oven is the result of an 

oxygen-reduced environment after the food is added and the oven is closed.  

However, in many cases the archaeological signature of an earth oven may be devoid 

of significant charcoal accumulation.  The dearth of preserved carbon could be the 

result of several situations.  Upon opening an oven, fuel may spontaneously combust 

and burn to ash.  Many ovens are routinely cleaned, and the accumulated ash and 

charcoal is dumped in a nearby midden.  Charcoal and ash in earth ovens that are 

thousands of years old may be washed, leached, or decomposed depending upon 

specific environmental conditions.  If charred fuel remains are present in an earth 

oven, the patterns in quantities of specific fuel types may open interpretive windows 

to past local environmental and social conditions (e.g., Hastorf and Johannessen 

1991). 

 

-February 21, 2001, Sierra Catorce, Mexico. 

…earth oven fuels here seem to be expediently chosen…typically the dried 

hearts/leaves/bloom stalks from the agave plants harvested for previous earth oven 

bakes.  Here, without electricity and with fuel a scarce commodity, wood fuel is used 

only in domestic kitchens by women.  Men of the rural sierra typically go daily into 

the hills to shepherd, farm, or harvest agave bloom stalks to bake in their earth ovens.  

On these daily trips, they collect oak fuel for domestic cooking hearths and dry agave 

for earth oven fuel.  Lunch in the Sierra is warmed on comals over ephemeral open-

air hearths using only dry agave for fuel.   
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Although agave bloom stalks are inedible to humans prior to cooking, they, 

like most earth oven foods, do not require earth oven technology to render their 

fibrous flesh palatable and nutritious.  Open-air roasting of the stalks for little more 

than an hour makes them digestible and sweet.  This begs the question, Why go to all 

of the trouble and work associated with earth oven cooking when the food may be 

roasted instead?  I assumed that the answer may have something to do with the 

economic relationship between fuel and oven thermal elements.  

-November 2, 2001, thermal element quarry, Sierra Catorce, Mexico. 

…before we got to the quarry we stopped to eat lunch.  (Our guide) had decapitated 

several quiotes along the way to feed the goats.  Two of these we roasted on an open 

fire while we ate corn tortillas, beans, and eggs.  While the quiotes continued to bake 

(our guide) made me an onda (a sling for throwing rocks) out of maguey fiber.  We 

practiced with the onda—(our guide) could throw a rock a hundred yards with some 

accuracy and this is the way he moves his goats—and then sucked the sweet roasted 

juices from the quiote before we began to look for rocks to collect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  Figure 8.16: Open-air roasting of maguey quiotes. 

 

When agave stalks are open-air roasted in the Sierra Catorce, up to four stalks 

may be cooked at a time.  This method requires frequent turning of the stalks, which 

are suspended above a fire between large stones.  Approximately two cubic meters (a 

pile of fuel 2m x 1m x1m) of dry agave are used to open-air roast one agave bloom 
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stalk (approximately 30 kilograms of food).  This may be compared with the 24 cubic 

meters of dry agave used to bake 50 bloom stalks (approximately 1,500 kilograms of 

food) in an earth oven by these same earth oven specialists.  Whether figured as the 

number of stalks cooked per one meter cubed, or as the volume of fuel used to cook 

one kilogram of food, earth oven technology (in this case) is approximately four times 

more efficient, in terms of fuel, to cook agave stalks than is open air roasting.  As 

Thoms (2000:3-4) suggests, earth ovens are more fuel-efficient than open air roasting, 

because of their ability their ability “…to rapidly capture and hold heat generated by 

scarce or fast-burning wood that would otherwise tend to dissipate before most foods 

could be cooked over the flames or by the result of short lived coals.”   

While these economically oriented data are convincing, they are incomplete.  

To fully understand fuel choices, one must also grapple with wider social parameters.  

Dry oak is perceived as the “best” fuel in the Chihuahuan sierra, however many of the 

“virgin” stands of oak and pinion remain only as isolated biome islands.  The 

decimation of these relict forests are the result of clear cutting during the region’s 400 

year old mining history, complicated by overgrazing by sheep and goats introduced 

by the Spanish.  Thus, fuel choices in the rural Sierra Catorce have necessarily 

adapted to substantial ecological changes brought about by the introduction of an 

ecologically aggressive ideological structure. 

Food Remains 

Archaeological recovery of earth oven foods should not be expected in an 

earth oven feature.  Due to the typical construction of earth ovens, with the food 
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enveloped in a layer of organic packing material, residues on thermal elements may 

be from the organic food separator.  Clues and cross-checks as to what types of foods 

were being earth oven cooked may be found in the remains of nearby activity areas, 

and specifically as residue and wear patterns on associated artifacts.   

This is not to say that food remains could not be found at earth oven sites.  

Intact food loads may be present due to a variety of reasons—the food was burned, 

the oven was forgotten, or the site quickly abandoned.  More often, though, earth 

oven foods that are eaten near the oven will end up deposited in and around the oven 

hearth.  Leaf stems may be discarded, quids spat out, and feasting remains dumped in 

a pit-hearth.  It should be noted that bones from meat prepared in earth ovens should 

not be burned during the cooking process, as the earth oven cooking environment is 

moist and steamy.  However, secondary deposition of bones in and around hearths, 

and of course bones used as fuel, will render them burned in earth oven contexts. 

Organic Packing Material Remains 

Archaeologically, the presence of an organic separator may be indicated by 

residue analysis of the thermal elements from the pit hearth.  This analytical 

technique has grown increasingly more sophisticated (Quigg et al. 2001), however it 

remains a problematic and expensive technique.  A more practical method is the 

macro-botanical identification of charred remains.   
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 Figure 8.17: Wet grass is used as the organic packing material at the Mescalero Apache agave roast. 

 

Since the organic packing material rests directly on the most durable part of 

the earth oven, the stone thermal elements, plant residues and other charred remains 

from earth ovens are not necessarily indicative of plant food processing.  Instead, 

these remains may have some relation earth oven foods and/or fuel.  Sorting out the 

identifications of what was eaten, what was burned as fuel, and what was used as 

packing material poses a significant interpretive problem.   

Figure 8.18: Close up of a barbacoa pit hearth after the bake.  Notice the agave leaf residues 

on the thermal elements of this meat oven. 

 

I 
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In the case of Chacuaco Palomitas, agave leaves and dried bloom stalk 

shavings were used as fuel, agave leaves were used as packing material, and agave 

bloom stalks were the food load.  In the case of the barbacoa chacuaco, agave leaves 

were used as fuel and packing material, and goat meat was the food.  The obvious 

organic remains in this barbacoa oven were carbonized agave leaves from the lowest 

layer of packing material adhering to the uppermost rock thermal elements and 

carbonized agave leaves used as fuel underneath the thermal element stones.  The 

bones from the goat were dumped in the house midden outside of the foyer wall.  

Earth Oven Artifacts 

-May 19, 2001, Mescalero Apache Agave Roast, Carlsbad, New Mexico. 

The harvest tools, along with a long fire-poker pole, lay in a pile near the pit.  A 

couple of hatchets, a machete, a couple of sledges, and four oak-limb wedges—120cm 

long and 8cm thick.  A stack of shovels lay propped on a fuel cache—another half a 

cord of oak wood.  A large plastic ice chest that held a kettle of coffee and I assumed 

beer inside from the night’s fire tending.  In a plastic trashcan full of water a few 

burlap bags were submerged.  Wet trash bags lay in a heap with remnants of the 

grass used in the oven.     

 

 

 Based on the earth ovens that I studied, earth oven sites may generally be 

divided into two classes: specialty processing sites and feasting sites. As specialty 

processing and feasting involve two very different forms of behavior, it may be 

expected that these two types of earth oven sites involve distinctive artifact classes 

and contexts.  That said, there are some tool types, such as fire poles (pokers) 

common to both types of earth oven sites.  Of course various forms of blending of 

feasting and specialty processing are also possible, as in the case of the Mescalero 
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Apache agave roast, where a specialty processing earth oven event is ritualized with 

symbolic feasting.     

Agave Processing Site Artifacts 

The artifacts associated with agave stalk food procurement in the Sierra 

Catorce include a harvest chopping tool (rajiar), a cutting and peeling tool (machete), 

a steel pole to manipulate the fire and hot stones, a shovel to move earth, steel rails to 

build the lattice for the rock dome, three types of cooking stones, and the blue stones 

used in the containment wall.  The following discussion addresses each of these 

artifact groups with an eye to similar prehistoric manifestations.  

Rajiars—Agave “Slicers” 

Chacuaqueros in use spatulate shaped steel blades called “rajiars de fierro” 

hafted onto long, straight oak handles as their primary tools for harvesting quiotes.  

The steel heads of these tools are hand forged, made upon request in the nearest 

regional market, and curated from generation to generation by the chacuaceros.  

Rajiar heads vary in size and shape, but are generally circular to oblate bifacially 

sharpened steel spatulas approximately 15 cm in length, plus 15-20 cm of hafting 

collar.  Including the wooden handle, a rajiar may be from 120-140 cm long.   

        Figure 8.19: Rajiar in the Sierra Catorce 
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In the Sierra Catorce, rajiars are used only to cut agave quiotes, and are 

therefore a seasonal tool, only in use during the quiote harvest season (December 

through May). Rajiars are morphologically and functionally similar to the coas used 

by maguey specialists in southern Mexico (Emmons 1997:24-29; Nabhan 2002:51-

52) and the “quebrantadores” or “rajadas” used by maguey specialists in highland 

Central Mexico (Parsons and Parsons 1990:103).  This makes good linguistic sense, 

as rajar—to slice or split, is similar to quebrantar—to break, and rajadar—to crack.    

     It is interesting that the term for this tool, “slicer made of metal,” includes 

the material employed.  My hunch is that the history of this descriptive term relates to 

forms now obsolete; rajiars de piedra or rajiars de madera.   Similar tools are 

illustrated in use in sixteenth-century maguey cultivation by Dibble and Anderson 

(1963:Fig. 750) translation of Book 8 of Sahagun’s Florentine Codex.  It appears 

from these illustrations that these instruments are composed of one material (probably 

a hardwood) and without any hafted tip device.  Ebeling (1986:364) documents the 

use of a similar sounding artifact by maguey cultivators in southern California. 

“…the leaves of the agave plant were removed with an agave shovel, a shovel shaped 

instrument of hard wood with a sharp fire-hardened edge.  A sharply pointed 

hardwood pole, usually made of oak or ironwood, was used to detach the stalks form 

the plant base.”  

 

The Chiricahua Apache, Yavapai, White Mountain Apache, Pima, and Papago 

all used similar digging sticks made of buckthorn, oaks, or willow with a flattened 

oblate chisel at one end used to harvest agave (Castetter and Underhill 1935:16; 

Castetetter et al. 1938:51; Gifford 1932:221,225; 1936:259).  The Havasupai agave 
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harvester/digging stick had its cutting edge to one side (Speir 1928:119).  Parsons and 

Parsons (1990:291) indicate that these tools would likely have been used for many 

purposes prehistorically and would be difficult to attribute to maguey processing from 

an archaeological context.  Bifacial spatulate stone tools found with the agave 

residues, however, could be assumed to be ancient rajiars used specifically for agave 

processing. 

Figure 8.20: Sotolero in Redford, Tx. with his barra used for harvesting sotol.  The bifacially 

sharpened blade of this tool has been broken and resharpened to half of its original width. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.21: Label from the El Jimador brand tequila illustrates the use of a rajiar. 
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Machetes and Mescal Knives 

         Figure 8.22: Trimming a maguey quiote with a machete. 

 

Machetes are large, broad, steel knives hafted on a wooden or plastic handle.  

They range in length from 40-60 cm in length and 5-8 cm in width.  Machetes are 

popular tools throughout Latin America and males of the sierra use them in all-

purpose fashion year-round.  Chacuaqeros use machetes to cut agave leaves, 

“decapitate,” trim, and peel quiotes, and to cut domestically used firewood (typically 

oak).  Machetes are also used to slaughter animals, specifically in the de-articulation 

of bone joints.  Machetes and rajiars are highly valued tools and are not cached at 

chacuaco sites.  

-February 2, 2001, Agave Bloom Stalk Processing Site, Chacuaco Palomitas, Sierra 

Catorce, Mexico.  …The bulk of the activity on Monday was concentrated on peeling 

the harvested quiotes with machetes.  These discrete piles of quiote peels leave 
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relatively no archaeological signature.  They are either eaten by burros or used as 

fuel in the next chacuaco.  

 

If stone tools had been used to peel quiotes, perhaps one could expect discrete 

clusters of bifacial thinning flakes and expended cutting tools.  These tools and flakes 

would be coated with the oxalate and phosphate crystals characteristic of agave flesh 

(Parsons and Parsons 1990:291; Sobolik 1991; Ruvalcaba 1983:59).  Fibers and 

phytoliths associated with agave have been found on stone tools from Hinds Cave in 

the Lower Pecos region of southwest Texas (Shafer and Holloway 1979).    

The lithic equivalent to machetes might be a broad, heavy, hafted biface with 

use wear suggesting heavy chopping and slicing through fibrous and woody plants. 

The Walapai used such stone blades set longitudinally into a stick as knives for 

cutting agave leaves (Kroeber 1935:49, 97).  The Yavapai, Havasupai, Apaches, 

Papago and Kaibab (Castetter et al. 1938:52; Gifford 1932:225) used similar “mescal 

hatchets” to trim harvested agave.  “That of the Havasupai was a broad stone blade 

set in a slot midway in the length of a short handle thirty cm. long, sometimes of 

pinion wood, where it was held fast by pitch or glue and by lashings” (Castetter et al. 

1938:52).  “Mescal knives” recovered archaeologically in Nevada have been 

attributed to Paiute groups (Baldwin 1944; Harrington 1942).  They are represented 

by small chalcedony and iron bifacial knives (from 7 cm in width by 5 cm protruding 

from the haft) set into the groove of a wooden handle.  Paiute informants describe 

their use for “cutting out the hearts of the mescal plants (Agave utahensis) which were 
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gathered in the spring and roasted in pit ovens, thus furnishing a sweet and nutritious 

food that dry in form would keep a long time” (Harrington 1942:67-68).  

 

Fire Poles 

Long poles used to manipulate fire and hot stones are a common artifact 

associated with earth ovens.  I have observed long poles with hafted prongs used in 

above ground earth/stone ovens in the Sierra Huasteca of southeastern San Luis 

Potosi, Mexico.  Neustadt (1992) documents near identical poles, called “rakes,” used 

in earth oven clambakes in New England.  The Western Yavapai had a “hook of ash 

wood to adjust hot stones in the mescal pit” (Castetter et al. 1938:52; Gifford 

1936:279).  Baldwin (1944:331) documents the archaeological recovery of “two long 

iron rods, each with a hook at one end” associated with a mescal knife, a mano, and 

metate in a dry cave in Nevada.  In Highland Papua New Guinea, the Etolo men use 

“long poles and giant wooden tongs…[to] rearrange the stones” of earth ovens. The 

chacuaceros of the Sierra Catorce use steel poles 2.5-3 m in length, likely scavenged 

from abandoned mines.  The ends of these poles exhibit a high degree of thermal 

alteration and subsequent pounding to keep them straight.  These poles were used to 

manipulate the fire and to arrange the hot thermal element stones prior to adding the 

food to the oven.  At chacuaco sites the poles, shovels, and steel rails are cached for 

later use, often buried underneath piles of ash or charcoal, or in the trough of loose 

earth surrounding the chacuaco pit hearth. 
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               Figure 8.23: My wife Tesa with a fire-pole 

used at the Mescalero Apache agave roast. 

                                                         The earth oven pit hearth is in the background. 

 

Comparing Artifacts from Feasting Sites 

with those from Specialty Processing Sites 

 

 In my observations, a significant difference between artifacts from earth oven 

processing sites and earth oven feasting sites is the absence of tools with specialized 

forms at feasting sites.  Since most earth ovens for feasting are near or in domestic 

space, people tend to use the tools and objects that they have around the house.  These 

artifacts have, or have had, other lives not related to earth oven feasting.  In other 

words, artifacts associated with earth oven feasting sites are most typically not made 

specifically with the earth oven feast in mind.   In the same way, at earth oven 

feasting sites, artifact discard accumulations in middens and activity areas will most 

likely also contains substantially more material from other domestic related activities.   
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-November 11, 2001, barbacoa oven, Sierra Catorce, Mexico. 

Artifacts associated with the feast were two small steel knives (blade length 10-15cm) 

for slaughter, skinning, and butchering; a larger steel knife (machete, blade length 

40cm), a metal bucket for cooking the meat, a steel pole (90cm long) for excavating 

the pit and manipulating the fire and hot cooking stones, a small wooden crate for 

elevating the goat during slaughter and to serve the feast on, six beer bottles, and 

about 20 paper plates.  The bones of the goat were tossed over the wall into a trash 

pile.   

 

Conversely, the artifacts from earth oven specialty processing sites should 

contain forms of artifacts specifically related to the earth oven foods, fuels, or 

packing material.  These artifacts, in most cases, are made with the tasks related to 

specialty processing in mind, and are used only for these specific activities relating 

the earth oven; for example espumadores at wax oven sites and rajiars at agave 

processing sites.  Further, artifact discard areas (middens and activity areas) from 

specialty processing sites should be composed almost entirely of material related to 

earth oven activities.   

     Figure 8.24: Espumador from a specialty candelia wax processing site. 
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Earth Oven Activity Areas 

 Earth oven sites have distinct activity areas relating to the specifics of the 

food(s) being processing and prepared.  In terms of intra-site activity areas, earth 

oven sites entail preparation staging areas and cooking areas.  Other related activity 

areas may include food and fuel caches and middens.  The use of midden areas in 

particular may be an interesting area of further research.  I have observed earth oven 

middens in Western Samoa selected for their rich organic soils to grow plots of crops 

(taro in particular) that are ultimately cooked in the earth ovens.   

Chacuaco Palomitas Activity Areas 

A 50 x 50 meter area of the Chacuaco Palomitas was mapped as it appears 

after use, i.e., with the oven open and the thermal rock element still intact (not 

“cleaned out”) as the feature would most likely be found archaeologically.  Due to the 

seasonal nature of quiote harvest and the weekly rythums of collecting, cooking, and 

selling the baked quiotes during harvest season, the chacuaco is usually in this state 

(i.e. not cleaned out) from Thursday to Sunday during quiote harvest and then from 

about June through early December.  

It is interesting to note that activity areas/artifact accumulations at Chacuaco 

Palomitas represent different stages of an extended planned process, and therefore 

signify repeated work during specific days during the harvest season.  Typically, the 

quiotes are harvested and cached at the site on Fridays and Saturdays, the oven is 
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cleaned out and material is dumped in the middens on Sunday, the oven fired and 

quiotes cleaned  and cooked on Mondays, and the oven opened on Thursdays.  

 Figure 8.25: Map of Chacuaco Palomitas, Sierra Catorce, Mexico 

Ironically, despite the entire spectrum of activities and related artifact 

distributions at Chacuaco Palomitas, the most dominant archaeological signatures are 

those from two relatively brief events, the opening of the oven and the clean out.  

Those activities with the most involving the most invested time and energy at the 

site—collecting and caching the quiotes, preparing the quiotes for the oven, and 

cooking the quiotes—either leave little archaeological signature or their primary 

artifact distributions are disturbed by the processes of opening the oven and cleaning 

it out.   

Barbacoa Activity Areas and Artifacts 
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Three main foyer activity areas were associated with the barbacoa 

preparation; 1) the place of slaughter/feasting in the foyer center, 2) the local of 

butchering, and 3) the pit hearth.  These activity areas are discussed below in light of 

their archaeological signatures.  

The Foyer 

The barbacoa events that I have observed have all taken place in outdoor 

living spaces, which I have termed foyers.  These may also be described as house 

plazas and yards.  Although the center of the foyer is often the hub for slaughtering, 

skinning, and feasting activity, it is kept relatively clean.  Interestingly, the same spot 

used for animal slaughter, the altar, is often used to serve the cooked meat.  This area 

is usually in a central place in the foyer, facilitating a group of people to either 

observe the death of the animal or eat together.  Butchery and oven areas are typically 

situated on the foyer peripheries. 

                  Figure 8.26: Plan view map of a foyer and house complex in the Sierra Catorce 

                x

Altar for slaughter
and feasting
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Slaughter Areas 

  In my observations, slaughter activity areas are represented by blood stained 

and splashed earth where the animal is bled and the intact entrails cleaned.  

Prehistorically, such an area may contain a few lithic re-sharpening flakes (steel 

knives are repeatedly re-sharpened throughout the slaughter and skinning).  Informal 

altars—raised places—are used during slaughter to facilitate bleeding.  Blood 

staining/residues are present on these altars, on the ground below them, and on the 

knives used for slaughter.   

          Figure 8.27: Altar supporting a slaughtered goat, Coahuila, Mexico.  

                                     Notice the support stone/anvil and the blood stained earth.  

 

The function of the altar may change through the course of the event from a 

bleeding table holding the slaughtered animal, to a work table holding tools and 

uncooked animal parts, to a feasting table serving prepared food.  Support 

stones/anvils may be used to support the animal during slaughter.        
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 In many cases, the blood from slaughter is collected and used in the meal prior 

to the barbacoa feast.  While the oven slowly steams the meat, the blood, intestines, 

heart, and liver are often fried over an open fire to create a dish called fritadas or 

machos.  As in the non-domestic specialty processing earth oven sites, barbacoa 

bakes involve an ancillary cooking feature to prepare food for the cooks.  

Figure 8.28: Goat slaughter in a foyer, Sierra Catorce , Mexico.  The goat is being bled from a 

temporary altar (crate).  and the blood is being collected in a bucket.  Dry maguey leaves in 
the foreground are the earth oven fuel. 

 

Figure 8.29: Pickup truck tailgate used as an altar, Coahuilla, Mexico. 
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Butchery Areas 

 Butchery areas involve skinning, gutting, quartering, and washing the animal.  

These areas contain a suspended hook or rope or some apparatus to hang the 

slaughtered animal.  Edible animal innards and meat parts are washed thoroughly and 

the ground below the suspended animal will reflect this with blood stained and 

splashed earth. Prehistorically this area might contain re-sharpening flakes and 

possibly chopper fragments from the de-articulation of bone joints.     

Figure 8.30: Close up of an altar used as a work-table during butchery. 

  Notice the cleaned intestines, cigarette, knife, support stone, and  

  blood stain from the slaughter. 

      Figure 8.31: Butchering a large goat.  Notice the blood staining at the base of the post. 
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   Figure 8.32:Washing the meat. Note the splashed and blood stained earth. 

Figure 8.33: Intestines are washed and then cooked with blood, heart, and liver  

over an open hearth while the barbacoa oven slow cooks the bulk of the meat. 

    Figure 8.34: Ancillary hearth for a barbacoa feast.  
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The Barbacoa Oven Area 

As occasional use facilities, chacuacos de barbacoa are subtle features 

viewed from the surface.  They remain a buried and relatively invisible part of the 

foyer until a special occasion calls for a feast.  In fact, the oven that is documented in 

this case study was difficult to find.  One chivaero whose goat we ate, and who put on 

a feast, dug into two trash pits before finding the oven—one that had not been used in 

several years, buried discretely against a rock wall of the foyer.   

Of the barbacoa ovens documented, all were positioned on the foyer 

periphery.  This location may have several purposes.  First, upon oven clean-out, the 

rocks deemed too small or unable to hold heat well are tossed over the foyer wall into 

an all-purpose domestic midden (“la basura”), which lies outside the living space of 

the foyer.  Secondly, thermal elements may need to be added to the oven and these 

can easily be taken from the dry-stacked walls that often border foyer areas.  As well, 

when in use the cooking feature is well out of the way of the activities and human 

traffic in the foyer. 
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Figure 8.35: Preparing barbacoa oven thermal elements for firing. Note the carbon-rich earth 

exhumed from the oven pit hearth.Sierra Catorce, Mexico.  

 

 

Figure 8.36: Two barbacoa ovens, Coahuila, Mexico.  Left oven is being fired and the oven 

on the right has been closed and a small fire built on top.   
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Figure 8.37: Barbacoa oven, Sierra Catorce, Mexico.  Note the white ash from a fire of dry 

maguey built on top of the oven.  The charcoal staining on the ground behind the men is 
residue from the carbon rich earth exhumed from the pit hearth upon oven clean out.  The pile 

of dry maguey in the foreground is leftover fuel.   

 

Figure 8.38: Open barbacoa oven, Sierra Catorce,Mexico.  The meat bucket rests upon a pit 

hearth full of stone thermal elements and lined with roasted green maguey leaves.  The ash 

and carbon rich oven cap/lid encircles the pit hearth.  After the feast, the area is cleaned and 
the earth cap/lid piled on top of the pit hearth. 
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Bones from barbacoa cooked animals are usually tossed in domestic middens 

along with various other house trash, however they may also be deposited in the oven 

hearth or in a nearby trash pit.  Thus, the secondary deposition of barbacoa bones 

may result in burning not related to the preparation of a barbacoa feast.  Generally 

then, the archaeological signatures of a barbacoa feast are two blood stained and 

splashed earth areas, an altar, non-specialized cutting implement(s), and a pit-hearth 

all in an outdoor domestic setting. 
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CHAPTER 9 

Summary and Conclusions 

 

 The goal of this project has been to establish baseline information relating 

earth oven uses with their material correlates.  That said, my intent has been one of 

framing questions and suggestions, rather than providing formulaic answers.   It is my 

hope that this study helps to define some of the specific questions relevant to the 

archaeological investigation of earth ovens.   As well, my interest is in encouraging a 

more general inquiry of the issues related to the archaeology of feasting and specialty 

processing sites, labor organization during harvest, feast, and bake and to the 

evolution of these cooking features through time and space.   

In my studies I have found that earth ovens represented behavior surrounding 

either bulk processing of resources, festive food processing, or a combination of both. 

These two types of earth oven sites involve distinctive artifact assemblages. Thus, the 

specific questions and suggestions defined by this research involve the recognition of 

a particular suite of features, organic remains, artifacts, and activity areas at places 

where earth ovens have been used.  Specifically: 

1) Earth oven forms vary, specifically related to hearth style.  The hearth style 

may be most dependent upon the requirements of the food load. 

 

2) Since most earth ovens rely on radiant heat, a general rule in their 

identification involves the recognition of the presence a thermal element.   

 

3) Theoretically, thermal elements hold mineralogical clues to oven function 

and intensity of use.  An area of further research should be to further define 
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techniques for interpreting the heating and cooling histories of thermal 

elements. 

 

4) In my observations caches of food, fuel, and tools have often been present 

at earth oven sites, especially those in non-domestic settings.   

 

5) Rock accumulations could indicate a variety of uses, including thermal 

elements, prop stones for food staging areas, stabilizing stones for ovens with 

a large food load, associated hearths, or enclosure features. 

 

6) Ancillary hearths may be present at earth oven sites.  They may relate to 

food consumed at the site during the bake.  The bulk of earth oven foods 

prepared at non-domestic sites is consumed elsewhere, and often by a group 

much larger than those who prepared it. 

 

7) Investigation of middens associated with earth ovens can provide clues to 

the overall function of the earth oven.  A general rule may be that 

homogeneous midden fill relates to the processing of a specific resource, 

while heterogeneous midden fill may indicate more diverse food loads.  I 

argue that a homogeneous midden associated with a non-domestic earth oven 

relates to bulk processing of a specific resource.  Heterogeneous middens 

associated with domestic ovens may represent feasting activities.  Other 

combinations may indicate some mixing of both specialized resource 

processing and feasting.  Further, the volume of a midden associated with an 

oven can provide clues to the number of firings represented.  Interpretations 

should include replicative experiments using the same geologic source of 

thermal element, noting the different rates of thermal weathering for specific 

stones. 

 

8) The recovery of organic remains in and around earth ovens may be used to 

identify fuels, foods, and packing materials.  Determining which of these the 

remains represent is problematic.  Further, meat cooked in earth ovens is 

usually steamed and therefore bones should not exhibit burning unless 

secondarily deposited in or around a hearth. 

 

9) Cooking, resource processing, and food-staging activity areas are present at 

many earth oven sites.  Recognition of these activity areas is critical to 

understanding the cultural processes associated with the formation of earth 

oven sites.    

 

10) Earth oven sites involve a distinct suite of tools.  Most observed ovens 

employ the use of a fire-pole and bifacially sharpened cutting tools for 

preparing food and fuel resources.  In specialty processing sites these tools 
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tend to be designed with the specific requirements of resource preparation  in 

mind. That is, they are made specifically for processing resources related to 

the use of the earth oven.  At domestic earth oven sites the artifacts employed 

tend to be general use tools. 

  

More general suggestions and questions involve the organization of labor 

associated with earth oven food harvest and baking, earth oven resource territories 

and specific seasonal, environmental and social conditions of earth oven use.  With 

that in mind, I present several observations:  

1) Bulk processing in earth ovens is often seasonal, relating to the time of the 

year when plants have stored up their maximum amount of energy or when 

extremely large amounts of meat need to be processed before spoilage (Brink 

and Dawe 1989).  Bulk processing sites are often non-domestic, situated in 

relation to the resource to be processed.  The use of earth ovens in festive 

contexts may be related to scheduled and ad hoc celebrations throughout the 

calendar year when large amounts of food are to be immediately consumed.  

Festive earth oven use typically involves some meat preparation, and in my 

observtions has been situated in out door domestic settings. 

 

2) In a foraging economy, placement of large earth ovens may translate to 

specialized food processing sites with associated ephemeral camps.  Smaller 

earth ovens (> 2 cubic meters in volume) might be associated with domestic 

space.  
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3) Locals of stone thermal element quarries, in relation to the earth oven sites, 

give some indication of group mobility patterns.  The identification of 

“territorial catchment of the population” gives archaeologists some idea as to 

the “spatial distribution of the resources available to the ancient populations” 

(Shafer 1981:133). 

 

Directions for Future Research 

 I see this ethnoarchaeological research as one step in a much larger process of 

inquiry.  It follows the general direction of Binford (1978), and more specifically that 

of Bruman (2000), Castetter (et al. 1938; and Opler 1936; and Underhill 1935), 

Parsons and Parsons (1990), Pennington (1963), and Tunnel (1981, and Madrid 

1988).  Much of the inspiration for the methodology and organization for this 

dissertation comes from Parsons and Parsons (1990).  I share some of the sentiments 

of Parsons and Parsons (1990:368), who conclude that, “…archaeological 

ethnography…is still very much in its infancy.  We hope that it can reach maturity 

before its subject matter vanishes.”  More probably, though, instead of the subject 

matter vanishing, time will afford significant changes in social contexts and 

archaeological manifestations of the subject matter.  A valuable area of future inquiry 

will be to re-examine the specific contexts that I have described in the case studies 

and work at further understanding the relations between resilient patterns and re-

invented traditions to better understand the dynamics of change.  As well, other 

ethnoarchaeoligical efforts in both similar and different settings would help establish 
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whether the two earth oven patterns I observed, bulk processing and feasting, are the 

only patterns in use today. 

Future Ethnographic and Ethnoarchaeological Inquiry 
Thus, future ethnoarchaeological efforts should be aimed at understanding 

ovens and cooking features in these and other social contexts.  How do the specific 

patterns observed here compare with those from other social situations?  Another 

effort may be an extensive survey of the many contemporary uses of earth ovens 

globally.  This would certainly raise new questions and may stimulate specific 

interest in investigating one area in detail.  As well, a more thorough investigation of 

the social and symbolic aspects of earth ovens is needed.  My emphasis here on the 

material culture of earth ovens allows only enough insight into social and symbolic 

matters to conclude that some significant symbolic patterns may exist.  A useful 

study, then, would be to take up where Neustadt (1992) left off in examining patterns 

of earth oven meaning and identity. 

Future Archaeological Inquiry 
On the archaeological front, excavations should focus on the identification of 

the specific features, tools, organic remains, and activity areas.  That said, excavation 

methodologies that uncover the site as a whole, such as shallow broadcast stripping 

(Black et al. 1997), seem to be of more value than deep cross-sections used to acquire 

profiles, or intensive block-excavations.  Excavations based on the suggestions and 

questions defined here might focus on identifying the oven hearth, trough, midden, 

and related activity areas.  
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The oven hearth should be of primary interest for attaining carbon and other 

organic remains.  If a surrounding trough exists, it should be examined for caches.  

The midden should be assessed for volume, the nature of the thermal elements 

disposed of, and caches.  A search for ancillary hearth features around the trough and 

midden may prove useful, especially in non-domestic settings.  Distinct activity areas 

relating to caching of the processed resource, preparation and staging prior to the 

bake, and caching of fuel and thermal elements may also be present.    

Baseline archaeological interpretations of specific sites should be based upon 

inquiry relating to: 1) Understanding what types of activities the oven represents 

(bulk processing, feasting, or both)?, and 2) What stage in the baking process is 

present?—a) An open oven—the food has been removed but the thermal element is 

intact, b) a cleaned out oven—the thermal elements, ash, charcoal, and other remains 

have been removed, or c) an abandoned baking oven—the food was left and the 

baking oven remains intact.   

More generally, an extensive review of the archaeological literature 

surrounding specific hearths and ovens is needed to better understand changes in the 

patterns of cooking features throughout time and space.  This sort of study could 

make use of specific site and regional patterns in hearth and oven styles/contexts 

already recognized (see Appendix 1).  A concerted effort of this sort would have the 

potential to use the particular evidence surrounding archaeologically recovered 

cooking features to describe clear patterns in the use of specific kinds of features 
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through time.  In this way, a grand narrative composed of particular culinary events 

could be used to place contemporary earth oven use in a broader context. 
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Appendix 1 

Annotated Bibliography: 

Some Literature Surrounding the Archaeology of Hearths and Earth 

Ovens 

 

 
Abramova, Z. 

1993.  Two Examples of Terminal Paleolithic Adaptations.  In From Kostenki to Clovis: 

Upper Paleolithic-Paleo-Indian Adaptations. Pp:85-100.  Edited by O. Soffer and N. Praslov.  

Plenum Press, New York. 
 

-Abramova describes Pleistocene age hearths from Asia. 

 

Barfield, L.H.  

1990.  “French Research on Prehistoric Hearths: A Review of Conference   

 Proceedings,” in Burnt Mounds and Hot Stone Technology: Papers from   
 the Second International Burnt Mound Conference, Sandwell, M.A.   

 Hodder and L.H. Barfield (eds)., Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council. 

 

 -Barfield reviews papers given on burned rock features in Western Europe. 

 
Benedict, J. 

1992.  Along the Great Divide: Paleoindian Archaeology of the High Colorado Front Range.  

Pp. 343-362, In  Ice Age Hunters of the Rockies. Dennis Stanford and Jane Day (eds.), Denver 

Museum of Natural History and University of Colorado Press, Niwot, Colorado. 

 

 -Benedict describes late Pleistocene age hearths from sites in Colorado. 
 

Black, S.L.  

1985.  “Site 41BX228 as a BRM Site.”  In The Panther Springs Creek Site:  Cultural Change 

and Continuity in the Upper Salado Creek Watershead, South Central Texas.  Archaeological 

Survey Report 100.  Center for Archaeological Research, The University of Texas at San 

Antonio. 
 

-Black discusses specific hearths and ovens recovered at hunter-gatherer sites near San 

Antonio, Texas. 

 

Black, S. L., L. Ellis, D. Creel, and G.T. Goode 

1997.  Hot Rock Cooking on the Greater Edwards Plateau: Four Burned Rock Midden Sites 
in West Central Texas.  Texas Archaeological Research Laboratory, The University of Texas 

at Austin, Studies in Archeology 22.  Texas Department of Transportation, Environmental 

Affairs Department, Archeology Studies Program, Report 2. 

 

-Black et al. discuss earth oven technology in the context of the archaeology of sites in west-
central Texas.   

 

Bonnichsen, R. and K. Turnmire.   

1999.  Ice Age People of North America: Environments, Origins, Adaptations.  Oregon State 

University Press. The Center for the Study of the First Americans, Corvallis, Oregon. 
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-On pages 131-135 Bonnichsen and Turnmire describe terminal Pleistocene age hearths 

recovered in northeastern Asia.   
 

Bonnichsen, R., M. Beaty, M. Turner, J. Turner, and D. Douglas 

1992.  Paleoindian Lithic Procurement at the South Fork of Everson Creek, Southwestern 

Montana: A Preliminary Statement.  Pp. 285-321, In In Ice Age Hunters of the Rockies. 

Dennis Stanford and Jane Day (eds.), Denver Museum of Natural History and University of 

Colorado Press, Niwot, Colorado. 
 

 -Bonnichsen et al. discuss terminal Pleistocene age hearths recovered in Montana. 

 

Bowsher, J.   

1990.  A Burnt Mound at Phoenix Warf, South-East London: A Preliminary  

 Report, in Burnt Mounds and Hot Stone Technology: Papers from the  
 Second International Burnt Mound Conference, Sandwell, M.A. Hodder   

 and L.H. Barfield (eds)., Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council. 

 

 -Bowsher describes the archaeological recovery of an earth oven in London.  

 

Brink, J. and B. Dawe 
1989.Final Report of the 1985 and 1986 Field Seasons at Head Smashed-In Buffalo Jump, 

Alberta. Archaeological Survey of Alberta Manuscript Series, No. 16.  Alberta Culture and 

Multicultural Historical Resources Division, Alberta. 

 

 -Brink and Dawe describe earth oven and stone boiling features at a bison kill site in Alberta. 
 

Brooks, R.   

1982.  A Food Processing Site in Southern Nevada.  In An Archaeological Element for the 

Nevada Historic Preservation Plan, Nevada Division of Historic Preservation and 

Archaeology.   

 
 -Brooks documents hearths at a food processing site in Nevada. 

 

Brooks, R. and D. Larson.   

1975.  Prehistoric and Historic Research Along the Navajo-Mcullough Transmission Line 

Right-of-Way, for the Los Angeles Water and Power Company, in Clark and Linclon 

Counties, Nevada.  Nevada Archaeological Society, University of Nevada, Las Vegas. 
 

-Brooks and Larson describe the archaeological recovery of earth ovens in Nevada. 

 

Buckley, V.   

1990a. Burnt Offerings: International Contributions to Burnt Mound   
 Archaeology, V. Buckley (compiler), Wordwell Academic Publications,   

 Dublin. 

 

-Buckley complies a volume dedicated to discussing the archaeology of burned rock features 

in western Europe.  

 
 1990b.  Irish Fulachta Fiadh: An Overview, in Burnt Mounds and Hot Stone  

 Technology: Papers from the Second International Burnt Mound    
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 Conference, Sandwell, M.A. Hodder and L.H. Barfield (eds)., Sandwell   

 Metropolitan Borough Council. 

 
 -Buckley reviews archaeologically recorded burned rock features in Ireland. 

 

Campling, N.R.   

1990.  An Earth Oven from British Columbia, Canada, in Burnt Mounds   

 and Hot Stone Technology: Papers from the Second International Burnt  

 Mound Conference, Sandwell, M.A. Hodder and L.H. Barfield    
 eds)., Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council. 

 

-Campling describes and archaeologically recovered earth oven from British Columbia. 

 

Capes, K. 

1964.  Contributions to the Prehistory of Vancouver Island.  Occasional Papers of the Idaho 
State University Museum, No. 15.  Idaho State University, Pocatello. 

 

 -Capes documents earth oven sites on Vancouver Island. 

 

Collins, M. 

1991.  Thoughts on Future Investigation of Burned Rock Middens.  In The Burned Rock 
Middens of Texas: An Archeological Symposium, T.R. Hester (ed.), pp. 1-24.  Studies in 

Archeology 13.  Texas Archeological Research Laboratory, The University of Texas at 

Austin. 

 

-Collins gives suggestions for appropriate levels of archaeological inquiry at earth  
oven/burned rock midden sites. 

 

Collins, M.B., B. Ellis, and C. Dodt-Ellis 

1990.  Excavations at the Camp Pearl Wheat Site (41KR243). An Early Archaic Campsite on 

Town Creek, Kerr County, Texas.  Studies in Archeology 6.  Texas Archeology Laboratory, 

The University of Texas at Austin. 
 

 -Collins et al. describe early Holocene age burned rock features at site in central Texas. 

 

Creel, D. 

1986.  A Study of Prehistoric Burned Rock Middens in West Central Texas.  Unpublished 

Ph.D. dissertation.  Department of Anthropology, The University of Arizona, Tucson. 
 

 -Creel links archaeologically recorded burned rock midden sites to oak stands in Texas. 

 

Crook, W. and R. Harris.   

1957.  Hearths and Artifacts of Early Man Near Lewisville, Texas, and Associated Faunal 
Material.  Bulletin of the Texas Archeological Society, pp.7-97. 

 

 -Crook and Harris describe Clovis age hearths recovered at a site in northeastern Texas. 

 

Davis, L. and S. Greiser 

1992. Indian Creek Paleoindinas: Early Occupation of the Elkhorn Mountains’ Southeast 
Flank, West-Central Montana.  Pp. 225-283, In Ice Age Hunters of the Rockies. Dennis 
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Stanford and Jane Day (eds.), Denver Museum of Natural History and University of Colorado 

Press, Niwot, Colorado. 

 
-Davis and Greiser describe late Pleistocene age hearths recovered at a site in west-central 

Montana.   

 

Ellis, R.  

1982.  A Cultural Resources Survey and Limited Test Excavations in the Vicinities of Quail 

Point, Bunkerville Ridge and Hackberry Spring, Virgin and Mormon Mountians, Southern 
Nevada.  Archaeological Research Center, Museum of Natural History, University of Nevada, 

Las Vegas.   

 

 -Ellis describes some earth oven features recovered archaeologically in Nevada.  

 

Epstein, J. 
1969.  The San Isidro Site: An Early Campsite in Nuevo Leon, Mexico.  Department of 

Anthropology, The University of Texas Anthropology Series 7, Austin.   

 

 -Epstein describes archaeologically recorded hearth features in Nuevo Leon, Mexico. 

 

Frison, G. 
1983.  Stone Circles, Stone-Filled Fire Pits, Grinding Stones and High Plains Archaeology. In 

From Microcosm to Macrocosm: Advances in Tipi Ring Investigation and Interpretation, L. 

Davis (ed.), pp. 81-91.  Plains Anthropologist Memoir 19. 

 

 -Frison describes archaeologically recovered hearth features on the High Plains. 
 

Gearhart, R. 

1987.  A Study of Central Texas Burned Rock Middens: Their Formation, Function, and Rate 

of Accumulation.  Unpublished Master’s thesis, Department of Anthropology, The University 

of Missouri. 

 
 -Gearhart discusses archaeologically recovered burned rock middens in Texas. 

 

Giddings, J. 

 1967.  Ancient Man of the Arctic.  Knopf Publishing, New York. 

 

-On page 352, Giddings discusses observed hearth style changes between late Pleistocene and 
early Holocene levels. 

 

Guy, J. 

 1998.  Analysis of Cultural Features.  In Wilson Leonard: An 11,000-year Archeological 

Record of Hunter-Gatherers in Central Texas. Volume IV: Archaeological Features and 
Technical Analyses.  Edited by M. Collins. Pp:1067-1212. 

 

 -Guy describes the hearth features from a site in Texas. 

 

Haynes, C.V.    

1982.  Archaeological Investigations at the Lehner Site, Arizona, 1974-1975.  Reprinted from 
National Geographic Society Research Reports, volume 14:325-334. 
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 -Haynes describes a Clovis age hearth at a mammoth kill site in Arizona. 

 

Hester, T.  
1991. Editor.  The Burned Rock Middens of Texas: An Archeological Symposium.  Studies in 

Archeology 13.  Texas Archeological Research Laboratory, Then University of Texas at 

Austin. 

 

-Hester edits a volume devoted to the archaeological recovery of burned rock features in 

Texas. 
 

1978.  “Early Human Occupations in South Central and Southwestern Texas:  Preliminary 

Papers on the Baker Cave and St.Mary’s Hall Sites.”  Center for Archaeological Research, The 

University of Texas at San Antonio. 

 

 -Hester describes an early Holocene age earth oven in west Texas. 
 

1971.  “Archaeological Investigations at the La Jita Site, Uvalde County, Texas.”  Bulletin of 

the Texas Archeological Society 42:51-148. 

 

 -Hester describes archaeologically recovered burned rock features at a site in south Texas.   

 
1970.  “Burned Rock Middens on the Southwestern Edge of the Edwards Plateau, Texas.”  

Plains Anthropologist 15(50):237-250. 

 

-Hester describes archaeologically recovered burned rock features in south-central Texas. 

 
Jodry, M.A. and D.J. Stanford   

1992. Stewart’s Cattle Guard Site: An Analysis of Bison Remains in a Folsom Kill-Butchery 
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